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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Friday

November 3.2006

Democrats feel
assured of win

Volume 101, Issue 52
WWWBGNEWSCOM

La Maison
Francaise hosts
African party

i

By Mf gan Schmidt
Senior Reporter

Tonight the French
Club offers Soiree
Africane. a night of
v11 Page 3

Voters should not be tooled
by attack ads and accusations
involving
"marijuana I.iced
bananas by Republicans to hurt
Democrats, a nearly-complete
rosterorthestatewide Democratic
ticket, including gubernatorial
candidate led Strickland, told a
crowd of students and local resl
dents who packed into the pews
ofProuf Chapdfora Democratic
raHyyesterdaj afternoon.
"The name-calling and negativity of this election lias disintegrated into something thai
is unworthy of Ohio voters,"
Strickland said. "You have a man
running tor re-election, and all
howants to talkaboutisa banana
that's 20 years old."
Strickland was referring
to Sen. Mike DeU'ine's debate
in Cleveland last week with

Kent State
offers campus
for design
Students learn New
York style straight
from the source
| Page 3

Getting to
know your
candidates
Get all of the info you
need to know about
Ohio politicians

DeWlrte bad brought up an
Investigation in 1989, when
Brown was Ohio's secretary of
siair ami line ot Ins employees
was suspected to have eaten a
brownie - not a banana — laced
with marijuana.
These frivolous accusations
slum Republicans have no
accomplishments ot which they
can be proud enough to speak of
and thai ii is time tor a change,
Strickland said.
"We have had it with a political leadership that gains and
niiuiols power by polarizing
us," be said. "We an- finished
With thai power.

Democratic challenger Sherrod
Brown. During the debate.

I BGNEWS.COM

Fresh faces
making impact
on the ice

Ted
Strickland(D)
Running for
governor of Ohio

See DEMOCRAT | Page 2

Voters must show IDs
on election day

BG's seven freshmen
have become an
integral part of the
team | Page 9

By Tim Sampson

Forms of Voter ID for
Time to move
on for Falcon
football

With the election just days away,
resolution has finally been
achieved in a hotly contested
legal case concerning new state
election rules.
A settlement was reached late
Wednesday night in a court case
challenging the constitutionality ot a new stale law. It requires
all voters to present some form
of government issued ID when
they arrive at the polls on

After embarrassing
loss at Temple. BG
looks toward present
| Page 9

Aft

Tuesday, according to articles
published by The

\ssot iated

Press this week.
MIKESCHEll

Weekly wine tasting at Stimmels Market
CHEERS:Enc Agoston enjoys some wine yesterday evermg at Stimmels Market. Stimmels hosts wine tasting every Thursday until 9 p.m.

Placebo
camps up
Cleveland
After a hiatus and
a new CD release,
Placebo is back and
representing Glam
rock at its finest at
Cleveland's legendary Agora Theater
She Wants Revenge
opens the night for
the campy crew, who
has gained much
notoriety for their
attitude-infested
music. | Page 7

I

How do you feel
about organic foods?

Dance Marathon coming

A federal court case was
already underway when a deal
was struck that would uphold
the new law while expanding
and clarifying its provisions,
Originally, the law required
all voters 10 present some form

There are three types of students at the University. Those
who don't know about Dance
Marathon, those who think
Dance Marathon is a fund raising
weekend in late March and those
who live, eat, breathe and sleep
Dance Marathon.
Preston Reilly, a sophomore
morale captain for Dance
Marathon is one of those students who makes DM a part of
his day-to-day life.
"Dance Marathon's not just
that one weekend — it's 365 days
a year," Reilly said. "It's really a
lot closer than people think il is.

We want people to siarl gelling
excited now.'
Though the first deadline for
registration lor the fundraiser
has passed, those behind the
scenes of DM don't want potential dancers, mnralers and bikers to be discouraged. As of Nov.
1, 238 dancers and 242 moralers had signed tip, and although
these numbers are heller than
previous years, die DM planning
committee is looking to have at
least 500 of each by the time of
the marathon.
Holly Mullen, a senior morale
captain, said that from now until
the weekend of DM, March 24-25,
See DANCE | Page 2-
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Paul Gillmoi has served rune terms in the

RAJIB MONDAL
Graduate student Ptioto
Chemistry
"You never know;
you might be eating
something bad." |

Page 4
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TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 45, Low: 24

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy

High: 48, Low: 34

k
\J

WASHINGTON — Nearly 11,000
sex offenders, gang members and
other fugitives from Ohio and
23 other states were swept up in
what the lustice Department yesterday called a sting targeting the
"worst of the worst" criminals on
the run.
The weeklong sting, codenamed Operation Falcon III, led
to the shooting of a Georgia fugitive killed by authorities as he
came out of his house, officials
said. Additionally, the neighbor
of a fugitive in Florida fired — but
missed — police approaching her
home. Both shootings are under

investigation, said lohh F. (".lark,
director of the Marshals Sen ice.
In Ohio, about 260 fugitives
wen arrested — 107 arrests in
Dayton, 83 in Cincinnati and 77
in the Columbus — on charges
ranging from rape to robbery to
assaultinga police officer, according to federal authorities.
One fugitive was hiding in the
attic of a Springfield home and
another near Dayton was found
in a closet with a handgun and

a pit bull.
In Peebles in south central
Ohio, a fugitive wanted on a warrant out of Columbus was caught
in a bathroom with a shotgun
in his mouth. Officers persuaded
See FUGITIVES | Page 2

of statcgov eminent issuedlDor
a valid government document
with their current names and
addresses.
Ihe criteria lor acceptable
Identification has since been
expanded to include IDs issued
by county and local governments, as well as from State
universities and public community colleges, according lo The
Associated I'ress.
See VOTING I Page 2

US House of Representatives for Ohio's Fifth
Congressional District Before becoming a U S

October 2006 when she left the position to bus on her

Congressman.

campaign for Congress Pnor

Gilmor served
for 22 years in

to working at the Unrversity.

the Ohio Senate
and was president

Henry County Humane Society

of the Senate for
three General
Assemblies He is
a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan University and the
University of Michigan Law School, and served

Weirauch helped found the
which established the hrst animal service shelter In the area
She also acted as program
coordinator for the Great Lakes
Regional Office of the Humane Society of the United States
from 1987 to 1997 Weirauch graduated with a bachelor's

as an Air Force Judge Advocate during the
Vietnam vVar Gillmor is from Tiffin.

degree m business administration m 1980 and a master's in

ON THE ISSUES:

ON THE ISSUES:

Education: Gillmor sponsored a bill to include
bullying and harassment prevention programs

Education: As someone who worked at a university for 18
years. Weirauch said her former job will make her a better

in the Safe and Drug-Free Schools and

advocate for education She said Congress has had several

Communities Act Gillmor has voted in favor of

opportunities to did students struggling to pay for college
tuition - by reducing interest rates and increasing PeB grants

public administration in 1998. both from BGSU

- and failed "We must have more people with college
degrees to compete and remain innovative." Weirauch said

Health can: Gilmor supported the creation
of the Bipartisan Commission on Medicdid, to
make recommendations for health coverage for

By Lara Jakes Jordan
The Associated Press

■ BGSU Student ID

Robm Weirauch worked as the Assistant D-iector of the
Center for Regional Development at BGSU from 1988 until

has voted to allow prayer in public schools

K

■ Military ID
■
i nt Utility Bill or Paycheck

Robin Weirauch (D)

BIOGRAPHY

vouchers for private and parochial schools. He

Sting operation a success

■ Drive's License
■ State Photo ID

RACE OF THE DAY I US. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Paul Gillmor (R)

By Karl Ondrus
Reporter

Election Day:

low-mcome children and pregnant women and
how to pay for care services for the elderly and
disabled. Gillmor voted to limit damages m medical malpractice lawsuits to J250.00O.

Health cart: Weirauch said success in providing health
care can be measured by providing "the greatest good to the
greatest number of people." Affordable health care, she said,
is a situation that must be placed under control with a growing number of people either without health insurance or with
inadequate insurance. She said she hopes a new Congress
will stop putting off making tough decisions on health cate.

Environment: Gillmor sponsored the two
Environment: Ihe United States has the ability to become

Energy Poky Acts and introduced a provision
to reform a program to fix leaking underground

an "energy-producing mecca." Weirauch said, if steos aie

storage tanks He sponsored a provision to give

taken to pursue alternative energy now - not when fossil

tax credits for clean coal and renewable energy

fuels run out Weirauch supports exploring bwfuels and wmd

sources, which would save Ohtoans $36 million
a year on electricity costs Another provision
he supported would provide S billion gallons of

power as energy sources of the future, saying northwest
Ohio boasts many viable spots for more windrmHs. The U.S.
must also stop giving subsidies to oil companies, she said.

ethanol per year for the nation's fuel supply.
Homeland security: Weirauch said the Untied States has
Homeland security: Gillmor has voted to
adopt recommendations of the 9/11 Commission
m 2004 He supported allowing commercial

not led a good example by rushing into Iraq and that war
should have been a last resort The US will have to work to
wm back the respect in the world it once had. she said Also

airline pilots to carry guns on board in 2002 He

We*aucti feels problems at home are just as pressing as those

voted in favor of spending $78 billion in emergency funds m Iraq and Afghanistan in 2003

abroad 'Before we can cure the worlds rlls. we have a lot of
our own work to do [in the US].* Weirauch said.
- Megan Schmidt, Tht BG News

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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VOTING
From Page 1
The
original regulations
were beingcontested by homelessadvocatesandlaborunions
that saw the lawasbeingunfair
to Ohio's poor and homeless
populations.
"Many homeless people
don't have an ID and arc
being disenfranchised by
these requirements," said
Brian Davis, executive director of the North Eastern Ohio
Coalition for the Homeless,
a group which served as one
of the principle plaintiffs in
the case.
According to Davis, because
a voter needs money in order
to acquire the kinds of identification required by this law,
forcing them to furnish an ID
when they arrive at the polling
place would be similar to levying a poll tax.
In addition, groups protesting the new law claimed that
it was already being enforced
unevenly throughout Ohio's
88 counties during early
absentee voting.
"Certain formsoflDdeemed
acceptable in one county are
being rejected in another,"
Davis said.
But according to the state,
the new rules discriminate
against no one and aim to
eliminate voter fraud.
"Our initial goal is to make
sure all votes cast honestly are
counted, and this law helps
toward that goal," said Marc
Anthony, spokesman for the
Ohio attorney general's office.
According to Anthony, the
law has already been successfully implemented in several
elections since May without
any confusion.
The attorney general's office
also said voters lacking proper
identification will be allowed
to cast
provisional ballots
by either providing a social
security number or signing a

written statement confirming
their identity.
But according to Davis, the
hassle of voting by provisional
ballot could be a deterrent for
many voters.
"They'll be less likely to
vote because they have to
deal with all the extra complexity," Davis said.
Anthony dismissed this
claim and said the legal challenge to the voter ID law was
baseless and designed to disrupt the election.
"It's not in the best interest
of people to have election procedure upset at the last minute
like this," Anthony said.
With all the hubbub over
election rules, many students may be wondering how
they will be affected when it
comes time to cast their ballots on Tuesday.
According to Terry Burton,
deputy director of the Wood
County Board of Elections,
on TUesday, voters will be
required to bring either a state
issued photo ID. military ID,
or a copy of a current utility
bill, bank statement, government check, paycheck, or
other government document
that shows their names and
current addresses.
In
accordance
with
Wednesday's settlement, students will now also be able to
use their university IDs.
Students unable to meet ID
requirements, or who are registered in another county, will
be permitted to vote by provisional ballot.
Polls will be open from
6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on
Election Day. Students living
on-campus should report to
their assigned polling place
in the Union.
For
more
information
regarding voter regulations
and polling place locations
in Wood County, consult
the Wood County Board of
Elections Web site at www.
co.wood.oh.us/BOE/.
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Interested in KduLiilion Abroad'.' Now i\ the time in explore

Nov 1.2006. quotes from employees at

opportunities lo explore the world! Set up an appointment to speak «iih

BuyCostumes.com and HalloweenMart.
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■

the streets" published in The BG News.

edabroad(S bgsu.edu

But some voters have
other concerns about the
Democratic ticket.
Throughout and after the
rally, a group of protesters carrying Blackwell signs could be
heard chanting "Taxing Ted"
oulside of the chapel.
"We don't want higher
taxes," one protester, freshman lustin Barnhart said.
"|Strickland's| voting record
shows he would raise them. It
also shows he doesn't show up
to vote in Congress."
Inside the chapel, the candidates continued to speak
unfazed by the commotion
outside.
Richard
Cordray,
Democratic candidate for state
treasurer, blasted Republicans
for being inactive in office over
the past decade.
"WearebeatinglRepublicansI
on the argument of who should
run this state," Cordray said.
"They don't have a vision or
agenda to turn this state around
— we do."
Cordray said Republicans
have had their fair chance to
create jobs, improve education
and provide health care for
Ohio's citizens, but time and
time again they have failed.
"Most of them have had 12
or 16 years in office," he said of
Ohio Republicans. "When you
see them running predominantly negative campaign ads,
it just tells you that they don't
have the records to run on."
Barbara Sykes, candidate for
state auditor, said Ohioans will
see through the Republicans'

facade.
"Change is going to come
from the people of Ohio," she
said. "Ohio is considered one of
the most comipt states in the
country right now, and 1 don't
like that."
Sykes said the Democrats
would restore voters' trust in
Ohio politics by creating transparency in all offices — including her own.
I know how hard it is to get
up and go to work every day and
have money taken out every
week before you even see it."
she said. "|Govemment| has a
responsibility to make sure your
money is taken care of. It's not
a secret. I'm going to tell you
whatever you need to know."
Robin Weirauch, 5th district
candidate for the U.S. House
of Representatives, said the
fact thai when Republicans
run negative ads, it is a clear
sign that Democrats can win
ihe election. Weirauch's opponent, Paul Gillmor, has recently
begun running television ads
which say Weirauch is a poor
candidate because she has no
experience in politics.
"This just shows us the race
is a whole lot closer than Paul
Gillmor is comfortable with,"
Weirauch said.
Strickland said as the election grows closer, there is a
good reason
Republicans
should feel uncomfortable
— Ihe Democrats are finally
going get the chance to set
Ohio back on track.
"We can have a sweep on
Nov. 7, I'm convinced of It,"
Strickland said. "We are five
days away from sending a
political message across Ohio
and across the nation."

New York Times as a primary source.
Quotes from a professor in a te»tbook
source were also not attributed properly.

The BG News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

him to drop the gun and surrender.
The roundup, in 24 states cast
of the Mississippi River, targeted
"the worst of the worst fugitive
felons in the country," Attorney
(leneral Albert Gonzales said at
a Washington news conference.
Two earlier stings — Falcons
I and II — were held in April
over the last two years.
Gonzales and Clark denied
that next week's elections
played any part in scheduling
the latest crackdown.
"I can assure you that the
coordination of getting 3,000plus officers and agents, and
everybody together to do this,
just takes a lot of coordina-

tion," Clark said, adding that
he wanted to do the roundup
in the fall — before the winter
weather hit.
In all, Gonzales said officials caught 10,733 fugitives
— including 1,659 sex offenders. 364 gang members and
thousands of others sought
on kidnapping, robbery, burglary, carjacking and weapons charges. More than 230
weapons were seized.
Those totals represent a
fraction of doors knocked on,
liquor store drive-bys, construction site surveillances and dps
chased down by agents during
the weekiong sweep, finding
the fugitives — even at their
homes in the early morning
hours — proved to be a hit-ormiss mission for the federal,
state and local authorities.

DANCE
From Paqe 1
those involved have plenty to
work on, but one main goal
lakes precedence.
"Recruit, recruit, recruit.
Even though the first registration deadline is over, we
still need to stay at the top of
our game with recruitment,"
Mullen said.
Though recruitment is certainly a priority right now,
Kari Rood, director of Dance
Marathon, wants to keep the
focus of the event on the children that haveand will benefit
from DM.
"One of ourmiracle children
from last year just finished
her chemo treatments," Rood
said. "To hear her parents talk
of BCi students — there's really something special at this
campus that not every university has."
For Annie Weber, a junior
morale captain, interacting
with the kids that DM helps
has a definite impact on
her life.
"Forme, it goes so far beyond
lliiii weekend. I thinkaboutall
the tests I haveand everything
I have to do - but then I think
about ihe kids and everything
they g" through," Weber said.
"It makes my problems seem
so much less.''
Any person who would
like to become Involved with
Dance Marathon has many
options of how they can help.
Aside from being a dancer or
moraler. bikers for the event
participate on a ride from
Cincinnati to Bowling Green
the weekend of the event
to raise additional money.
Monetary donal ions are also
accepted.
Steve Dtltton, senior, is the
assistant director of finance
for Dance Marallion. Having
been involved with DM for
four years, Dutton knows
how the experience can be
eye-opening.
"Dance Marathon is kind of
one of those things thai is hard
lo understand until you experience il. (lure you do. it's kind
of hard to turn away," Dutton
said "But whether you are a
first year looking for a way to
gel Involved or a senior who's
never attended before, it's
never too late lo get involved."
Editor's Note: tor more information, or lo gel intvhvd. visit
Ihe Dance Marathon website,
at: wuw.bgsn.edulstudenttifel
organimlionsklancemarallion
or e-mail roodk@bgnet.bg5U.
edit.
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• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours

NITROGEN WITH ANY
NEW TIRE PURCHASE
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• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
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Bob Latta was presented the
President's Award by the ONG
Enlisted Association for sponsoring
the legislation protecting Ohio
National Guard troops' statesponsored college scholarships
when they are called to active duty.

BOB LATTA

State Representative
Paid for by Citizens for Latta Committee. John S Cheetwood. Treas . 300 N Main St, Bowling Green. OH 43402
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La Maison Francaise hosts Soiree Africaine tonight

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

By Dana Fraaman

TODAY
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Reporter

Exhibitions: Mary Flanagan and

If you're looking for some cultural diversity, or just an unusual party to attend, l.i Maison
Francais^ will be hosting its
annual Soiree Africaine tonight.
The $7 admission cost ($10 at
the door) provides an evening
of African entertainment as well
as authentic food from 7 to 11

Joan Livingstone
Fine Arts Center Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

1 - 7 p.m.
Book Sale
Art Reference Library.

p.m. Carmen Smith, freshman,
said the ticket monej will go
toward future events sponsored
by BGSU's French Club.
The Soiree will begin
with authentic African fond
catered by the Columbus-area
Motherland Grille Restaurant
and Bar.
Aurora Genot, a French
exchange student at BG,
urges many students to

attend the party.
"One of the entres provided
is ndola, a typical African dish,"
Genot said
Motherland will also provide aloco, a dish made with
plantains, as well as grilled
fish and other food items typl
cal to Africa.
At 8 p.m., Antoine Kabwasa

from the Republic of the Congo
will speak about African culture

and why the French House is
hosting the Soiree Africaine
Kabwasa worked tor United
Nations Education, Scientific

the Congo, will be performing
with three African drummers

and two dancers.
Beginningat 10p.m. there will
be African music and the party
will continue until 11 p.m.
When guests leave the
party, they will have the
beats of African drums running through their heads and
Stories that came from BCRMS
the Atlantic.

and Cultural Organization for 25
yearsandiscurrentlyapmlrsMii
of humanities at the University
oflbledo. I le will also be telling
Stories from Africa.
From 9 to 10 pin. Titos
Sompa, a performing artist.
teacher, and healer also from

Toledo Museum of Art

2:30-6 p.m.

Kent State opens Big Apple satellite campus for design

Exhibition: Hands Dancing
Arts Village. ComptonHaH,
Kreischer Quadrangle

By Carol Biliczky
MCT

5 p.m.
For years, Kent State fashion
students spent a lew whirlwind
days each spring ogling designs
and scooping up exotic fabrics
in New York City.
Now KSU has taken that a
step forward with a satellite
campus in the Big Apple.
It is believed to be one of
the few programs of its kind
nationwide, KSU Fashion
School director Elizabeth
Rhodes said.
"New York is like a textbook," she said. "Students
don't have to live in New York
forever, but they need to read

GSS Hockey Night
Ice Arena

6:30 -9:30 p.m.
Club Friday Music The Blue Kazoo
(lock countty. comedy)
Toledo Museum of Art

7 pm.
Next Frame Film Festival
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall

8 p.m.
BG Opera "La Canterina" and
"Dido and Aeneas'

LEW STAMP

Kobacker Hall.

KENT STATE'S PROJECT RUNWAY: Juteljn Simms. ,i senor design student at the

Moore Musical Arts Center

Fashion School at Kent State University and who attended the campus extension in New
York last year, works on her senior project in Kent. Ohio, recently.

the book thoroughly."
Fashion is one of the hot pro
gramsat Kent State. Enrollment
has tripled to 950 siiitlenis

since Rhodes became director benefactors also contributed.
in 1994.
The program launched softly
"These are high-profile pro . last spring with 25 junior fashgrams, said lim Chandler, ion students who volunteered
dean of the KSU College of the for the inaugural semester. It
Arts. "You need to keep ahead was a rocky start, given that
of the game."
chairs and lighting didn't get
He believes the semestei in there on time and computers
New York — formally called didn't work at First.
the NYC studio Experience —
Now all ilicpici esareinplace
will further boost enrollment for another semester of 35 to 40
while improving the quality students next spring. Kent is on
and breadth of instruction.
semesters, so "spring" means
But it wasn't easy In get off lanuarytoMay
the ground.
The university is renting a
Administrators spent five renovated building at 315 W,
ye ii- developing the program 39th St. in the heart of the
and coming up with funding to Garment District, or Fashion
help bankroll it. KSU alumna Center, as it's called now.
Linda A Hard, the retired design
The 3,000 square feet has
director for I lien [racy fash- a computer lab, lecture room
ions, gave SI million for an and Workroom With sewing
endowment and $300,000 in machines, model forms and
cash to get it operating. Other the like,

Washington area university faces obstacles, prospers from ground up
By Nick Parry

seven mined from Mexico.
"The best decision was for us to
come over here, otherwise Magali
wouldn't have been able to study
at college," whispers mom Irma
Arreola, with Ambriz translating
softly as her younger brother stirs
on the living-room couch. The
main reason we brought the children here was to move forward
and get a better future."
That hope is what hits drawn
many Hispanic farm workers to
the towns of the lower Yakima
Valley, one of the poorest and
NI

MCT

BUENA, Wash. — It's just after 5
a.m. on the second day of classes
and too early for university freshman Magali Ambriz to consider
eating breakfast.
Her dad is leaving the family
1 oltagetopickapplesand Ambriz,
20, will soon follow to trim and
train grapevines before her afternoon class. Her hands are fast:
She's worked in the fields since
she was 13, soon alter her family

least-educated [Kins of the state
And quietly helping deliver that
future for the past 25 years is one
of the more unusual small-tow 11
colleges in the country: Heritage
University in Tnppcnish. Wash.
It's barely known in Seattle
But speak to a teacher in
Yakima, a nurse in Sunnyside
or a social worker in Grandview,
and chances are they were educated at I leritage.
Begun in an abandoned elementary school, the private university has grown from a lew

dozen students to more than
1,500. It's reaching students in a
region ignored by the public s\,
tern, and is raising overall educational attainment there.
I leritage has a higher proportion of minority and low income
undergraduates than other universities in the slate: 53 percent
are Hispanic and II percent
American Indian. Nine out of 10
undergrade qualify for federal
financial aid,
The university defies categorization. Although it's private, its

philosophy and tuition resemble
that of a public university. It's
within the Yakama Nation reset
ration yet is managed independently from the tribe an arrangement unique in the U.S. It's nun
denominational hut is run by a
Roman (bthoUc nun who won a
$335,000 Mat-Arthur Foundation

genjus grant then gave the money
in stiulenls through scholarships

and programs,
Although the college has
received support lot years Iroin
charitable foundations on the

I asl (toast, this year it landed a
S2.I million grant from the Bill &
Melinda Gales Foundation, representing — finally — significant
recognition closer to home.
Tlw gram mearts that by spring,
as the college marks its 25th anniversary, work will begin on a $15
million project to build 13 class
roomsand labs, and a large meet
ing hall. Ditching trailer class
11s lor brick will represent a
permanence for the commuter
campus, which for two decades
struggled just to survive.
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VOTING
From

The original regulations
were beingcontested by homelessadvocatesandlaborunions
thatsawthelawasbeingunfair
to Ohio's poor and homeless
populations.
"Many homeless people
don't have an ID and are
being disenfranchised by
these requirements." said
Brian Davis, executive director of the North Eastern Ohio
Coalition for the Homeless,
a group which served as one
of the principle plaintiffs in
the case.
According to Davis, because
a voter needs money in order
to acquire the kinds of identification required by this law,
forcing them to furnish an ID
when they arrive at the polling
place would be similar to levying a poll tax.
In addition, groups protesting the new law claimed that
it was already being enforced
unevenly throughout Ohio's
88 counties during early
absentee voting.
"Certain forms of ID deemed
acceptable in one county are
being rejected in another,"
Davis said.
But according to the state,
the new rules discriminate
against no one and aim to
eliminate voter fraud.
"Our initial goal is to make
sure all votes cast honestly are
counted, and this law helps
toward that goal," said Marc
Anthony, spokesman for the
Ohio attorney general's office.
According to Anthony, the
law has already been successfully implemented in several
elections since May without
any confusion.
The attorney general's office
also said voters lacking proper
identification will be allowed
to cast provisional ballots
by either providing a social
security number or signing a

written statement confirming
their identity.
But according to Davis, the
hassle of voting by provisional
ballot could be a deterrent for
many voters.
"They'll be less likely to
vote because they have to
deal with all the extra complexity," Davis said.
Anthony dismissed this
claim and said the legal challenge to the voter ID law was
baseless and designed to disrupt the election.
"It's not in the best interest
of people to have election procedure upset at the last minute
like this," Anthony said.
With all the hubbub over
election rules, many students may be wondering how
they will be affected when it
comes time to cast their ballots on Tuesday.
According to Terry Burton,
deputy director of the Wood
County Board of Elections,
on Tuesday, voters will be
required to bring either a state
issued photo ID, military ID,
or a copy of a current utility
bill, bank statement, government check, paycheck, or
other government document
that shows their names and
current addresses.
In
accordance
with
Wednesday's settlement, students will now also be able to
use their university IDs.
Students unable to meet ID
requirements, or who arc registered in another county, will
be permitted to vote by provisional ballot.
Polls will be open from
6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on
Election Day. Students living
on-campus should report to
their assigned polling place
in the Union.
For more information
regarding voter regulations
and polling place locations
in Wood County, consult
the Wood County Board of
Elections Web site at www.
co.wood.oh.us/ BOE/.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Interested in Education Abroad? Now is the lime to explore
opportunities to explore the world! Set up an appointment '<» speak with
an Education Abroad Counselor by calling 419-372-047" or emailing
edabroad^vbgsu.edu
Sponsored b> Adiiiing Nrtwurk

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
12:20 a.m.
A ve'bal warning was issued
for dnvmg with a mask on in a
Harshman parking lot.
10:45 J.m.
Subjecr at Behavioral
Connections reported to have
stabbed a screwdriver into a wall
it'mber's neck and
■ I' iother screwdriver into a staff member's neck.
The staff member who called
simply wanted the incident documented
3:10>.m.
ATM credit card reported used
for $250 by an unknown person.
3:1* p.m.
Student reported her vehicle was
vandalized In Lot 6.
5:30 p.m.
ile assault reported at a
North Grove Street apartment
complex. The victim told police he
was assaulted by his cousin and
he had visible marks on his face
where he was struck A report was
sent to the juvenile prosecutors
office.
6:47 pm
West Wooster Street resident
called to be transported to the
emergency room. She stated
another woman was being "combative, with her but the woman
was gone when police arrived.
9:15 p.m.
Ashley Hall staff reported a strong
* marijuana on the second
floor. Michael Bowen and Justin
Letbfarth were cited for possession of marijuana less than 100
grams and for drug paraphernalia.
9:51p.m.
Subject on Ordway Avenue
reported thousands of dollars of
tools were taken from his shop by
a tools sales representative. The
salesperson said he left a repossession document with the man.
■smg. but it .
was not found.
10:41 p.m.
BGSU police received a call
reporting a male with a gun got
into a Saturn with Michigan
glares and headed westbound on Merry Avenue toward
Mercer Road. OfficM
the area.

CORRECTIONS
In the article titled "Scantily clad off
the streets" published in The BG News.
Nov 1,2006. quotes Irom employees at
BuyCostumes.com and HalloweenMart
com should have been attributed to The
New York Times as a primary source
Quotes from a professor in a textbook
source were also not attributed properly

The BO News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

DEMOCRAT
From Page 1

But some voters have
other concerns about the
Democratic ticket.
Throughout and after the
rally, a group of protesters carrying Blackwell signs could be
heard chanting "Taxing Ted"
outside of the chapel.
"We don't want higher
taxes," one protester, freshman lustin Bamhart said.
"IStrickland'sl voting record
shows he would raise them. It
also shows he doesn't show up
to vote in Congress."
Inside the chapel, the candidates continued to speak
unfazed by the commotion
outside.
Richard
Cordray,
Democratic candidate for state
treasurer, blasted Republicans
for being inactive in office over
the past decade.
"Wearebeating|Republicans|
on the argument of who should
run this state," Cordray said.
"They don't have a vision or
agenda to turn this state around
—we do."
Cordray said Republicans
have had their fair chance to
create jobs, improve education
and provide health care for
Ohio's citizens, but time and
time again they have failed.
"Most of them have had 12
or 16 years in office," he said of
Ohio Republicans. "When you
see them running predominantly negative campaign ads,
it just tells you that they don't
have the records to run on."
Barbara Sykes, candidate for
state auditor, said Ohioans will
see through the Republicans'

FUGITIVES
From Page 1

him to drop the gun and surrender.
The rou ndup, i n 24 states east
of the Mississippi River, targeted
"the worst of the worst fugitive
felons in the country," Attorney
(ienenl Albert Gonzales said at
a Washington news conference.
Two earlier slings — Falcons
I and II — were held in April
over the last two years.
Gonzales and Clark denied
that next week's elections
played any part in scheduling
the latest crackdown.
"I can assure you that the
coordination of getting 3,000plus officers and agents, and
everybody together to do this,
just takes a lot of coordina-

facade.
"Change is going to come
from the people of Ohio," she
said. "Ohio is considered one of
the most corrupt states in the
country right now, and I don't
like that."
Sykes said the Democrats
would restore voters' trust in
Ohio politics by creating transparency in all ofTices — including her own.
"1 know how hard it is to get
up and go to work every day and
have money taken out every
week before you even see it,"
she said. "(Government] has a
responsibility to make sure your
money is taken care of. It's not
a secret. I'm going to tell you
whatever you need to know."
Robin Weirauch, 5th district
candidate for the U.S. Mouse
of Representatives, said the
fact that when Republicans
run negative ads, it is a clear
sign that Democrats can win
the election. Weirauch's opponent, Paul Gillmor, has recently
begun running television ads
which say Weirauch is a poor
candidate because she has no
experience in politics.
'This just shows us the race
is a whole lot closer than Paul
Gillmor is comfortable with,''
Weirauch said.
Strickland said as the election grows closer, there is a
good reason Republicans
should feel uncomfortable
— the Democrats are finally
going get the chance to set
Ohio back on track.
"We can have a sweep on
Nov. 7, I'm convinced of it,"
Strickland said. "We are five
days away from sending a
political message across Ohio
and across the nation."

tion." Clark said, adding that
he wanted to do the roundup
in the fall — before the winter
weather hit.

In all, Gonzales said officials caught 10,733 fugitives
— including 1,659 sex offenders, 364 gang members and
thousands of others sought
on kidnapping, robbery, burglary, carjacking and weapons charges. More than 230
weapons were seized.
Those totals represent a
fraction of doors knocked on,
liquor store drive-bys, construction site surveillances and tips
chased down by agents during
the weeklong sweep. Finding
the fugitives — even at their
homes in the early morning
hours — proved to be a hit-ormiss mission for the federal,
state and local authorities.

DANCE
From Page 1

those involved have plenty to
work on, but one main goal
takes precedence.
"Recruit, recruit, recruit.
Even though the first registration deadline is over, we
still need to stay at the top of
our game with recruitment,"
Mullen said.
Though recruitment is certainly a priority right now,
Kari Rood, director of Dance
Marathon, wants to keep the
focus of the event on the children that have and will benefit
from DM.
"One of ourmiracle children
from last year just finished
her chemo treatments," Rood
said. "To hear her parents talk
of BG students — there's really something special at this
campus that not every university has."
For Annie Weber, a junior
morale captain, interacting
with the kids that DM helps
has a definite impact on
her life.
"Forme.itgoessofarbeyond
that weekend. 1 think about all
the tests I have and everything
I have to do—but then I think
about the kids and everything
they go through," Weber said.
"It makes my problems seem
so much less."
Any person who would
like to become involved with
Dance Marathon has many
options of how they can help.
Aside from being a dancer or
moraler. bikers for the event
participate on a ride from
Cincinnati to Bowling Green
the weekend of the event
to raise additional money.
Monetary donations are also
accepted.
Steve Dutton, senior, is the
assistant director of finance
for Dance Marathon. Having
been involved with DM for
four years, Dutton knows
how the experience can be

eye-opening.
"Dance Marathon is kind of
one of those things that is hard
to understand until you experience it. Once you do, it's kind
of hard to turn away," Dutton
said. "But whether you are a
first year looking for a way to
get involved or a senior who's
never attended before, it's
never too late to get involved."
Editor's Note: For more infornuuion. or lo gel iwaived, visit
the Dance Marathon website,
at: wivw.bgsu.edii/studentlije/
organiTiitionsldanceinarathon
or e-mail roodkUPbgnet.bgsu.
edit.

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

Bob Latta was presented the
President's Award by the ONG
Enlisted Association for sponsoring
the legislation protecting Ohio
National Guard troops' statesponsored college scholarships
when they are called to active duty.

BOB LATTA

State Representative
Paid lor by Citizens for Latta Committee, John S Cheetwood, Treas.. 300 N Main St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402
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La Maison Francaise hosts Soiree Africaine tonight

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
^ rft*i*n*» ofrwtt a uttn bx Mmbputdu

By Dana Fr««man

TODAY

Reporter

iO a.m. - 4 p.m.
Exhibitions: Mary Flanagan and

If you're looking for some cultural diversity, or just an unusual party to attend, La Maison
Francaise' will be hosting its
annual Soiree Africaine tonight.
The $7 admission cost (S10 at
the door) provides an evening
of African entertainment as well
as authentic food from 7 to 11

Joan Livingstone

FiiwArtjCuittrDorothyUb«rBry»n Gallery

1 - 7 p.m.
Bool Sale
Art Reference Library,

p.m. Carmen Smith, freshman,
said the ticket money will go
toward future events sponsored
by BGSU's French Club.
The Soiree will begin
with authentic African food
catered by the Columbus-area
Motherland Grille Restaurant
and Bar.
Aurore Genot, a French
exchange student at BG,
urges many students to

attend the party.
"One of the entres provided
is ndola, a typical African dish,"
Genot said.
Motherland will also provide aloco, a dish made with
plantains, as well as grilled
fish and other food items typical to Africa.
At 8 p.m., Antoine Kabwasa
from the Republic of the Congo
will speak about African culture

and why the French House is
hosting the Soiree Africaine.
Kabwasa worked for United
Nations Education, Scientific
and Cultural Organization for 25
years and is currently a professor
of humanities at the University
of Toledo. He will also be telling
stories from Africa.
From 9 to 10 p.m. Titos
Sompa, a performing artist,
teacher, and healer also from

the Congo, will be performing
with three African drummers
and two dancers.
Beginning at 10 p.m. there will
be African music and the party
will continue until 11 p.m.
When guests leave the
party, they will have the
beats of African drums running through their heads and
stories that came from across
the Atlantic.

Toledo Museum of Art

2:50-6 p.m.

Kent State opens Big Apple satellite campus for design

Exhibition: Hands Dancing
Arts Village. Compton Hall.
Kreischer Quadrangle

By Carol Blliczky

MCT

5 p.m.
GSS Hockey Night
Ice Arena

6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Club Friday Music The Blue Kazoo
(rock country, comedy)
Toledo Museum of Art

7 p.m.
Next Frame Film Festival
Gish film Theater. Hanna Hall

8 p.m.
BG Opera: "La Cantetina" and
"Dido and Aeneas"

IEWSTAMP

MCI PHOTO

KENT STATE'S PROJECT RUNWAY: Jocelyn Simms. a senior design student at the

Kobackcr Hall.

Fashion School at Kent State University and who attended the campus extension in New

Moore Musical Arts Center

York last year, works on her senior project in Kent. Ohio, recently.

For years, Kent State fashion
students spent a few whirlwind
days each springoglingdesigns
and scooping up exotic fabrics
in New York City.
Now KSU has taken that a
step forward with a satellite
campus in the Big Apple.
It is believed to be one of
the few programs of its kind
nationwide, KSU Fashion
School director Elizabeth
Rhodes said.
"New York is like a textbook," she said. "Students
don't have to live in New York
forever, but they need to read
the book thoroughly."
Fashion is one of the hot programsat Kent State. Enrollment
has tripled to 950 students

since Rhodes became director benefactors also contributed.
in 1994.
The program launched softly
"These are high-profile pro- _ last spring with 25 junior fashgrams," said Tim Chandler, ion students who volunteered
dean of the KSU College of the for the inaugural semester. It
Arts. "You need to keep ahead was a rocky start, given that
of the game
chairs and lighting didn't get
He believes the semester in there on time and computers
New York — formally called didn't work at first.
the NYC Studio Experience —
Nowallthepiecesareinplace
will further boost enrollment for another semester of 35 to 40
while improving the quality students next spring. Kent is on
semesters, so "spring" means
and breadth of instruction.
But it wasn't easy to get off lanuary to May.
the ground.
The university is renting a
Administrators spent five renovated building at 315 W.
years developing the program 39th St. in the heart of the
and coming up with funding to Garment District, or Fashion
help bankroll it. KSU alumna Center, as it's called now.
Linda Allard, the retired design
The 3,000 square feet has
director for Ellen Tracy fash- a computer lab, lecture room
ions, gave SI million for an and workroom with sewing
endowment and $300,000 in machines, model forms and
cash to get it operating. Other the like.

Washington area university faces obstacles, prospers from ground up
By Nick Perry
MCT
BUENA, Wash. — It's just after 5
a.m. on the second day of classes
and too early for university freshman Magali Ambriz to consider
eating breakfast.
Her dad is leaving the family
cottagetopickapplcsandAmbriz.
20, will soon follow to trim and
train grapevines before her afternoon class. Her hands are fast:
She's worked in the fields since
she was 13, soon after her family

of seven moved from Mexico.
"The best decision was for us to
come over here, otherwise Magali
wouldn't have been able to study
at college," whispers mom Irma
Arreola, with Ambriz translating
softly as her younger brother stirs
on the living-room couch. "The
main reason we brought the children here was to move forward
and get a better future."
That hope is what has drawn
many Hispanic farm workers to
the towns of the lower Yakima
Valley, one of the poorest and

least-educated parts of the state.
And quietly helping deliver that
future for the past 25 years is one
of the more unusual small-town
colleges in the country: Heritage
University in Toppenish, Wash.
It's barely known in Seattle.
But speak to a teacher in
Yakima, a nurse in Sunnyside
or a social worker in Grandview,
and chances are they were educated at Heritage.
Begun in an abandoned elementary school, the private university has grown from a few

dozen students lo more than
1,500. It's reaching students in a
region ignored by the public system, and is raising overall educational attainment there.
Heritage has a higher proportion of minority and low-income
undergraduates than other universities in the state: 53 percent
are Hispanic and II percent
American Indian. Nine out of 10
undcrgrads qualify for federal
financial aid.
The university defies categorization. Although it's private, its

philosophy and tuition resemble
that of a public university. It's
within the Yakama Nation reservation yet is managed Independently from the tribe, an arrangement unique in the U.S. It's nondenominational but is run by a
Roman Catholic nun who won a
S335,000 MacArthur Foundation

genius grant thm gave the money
to students through scholarships
and programs.
Although the college has
received support for years from
charitable foundations on the

East Coast, this year it landed a
$2.1 million grant from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, representing — finally — significant
recognition closer to home.
The grant meansthat by spring,
as the college marks its 25th anniversary, work will begin on a $15
million project to build 13 classrooms and labs, and a large meeting hall. Ditching trailer classrooms for brick will represent a
permanence for the commuter
campus, which for two decades
struggled just to survive.
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"I will be 83 years old on Dec. 12, and I've decided to retire while I'm
Still young. - Bob Barker, announcing his retirement as host of The Price Is
Right, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET How do youfeel about organic foods?
"There is a good side

"It's not something I

"I think it tastes really

They're tasty and

and a bad side."

would eat"

bad."

hygienic. And. it

THILINIMUDI.
Graduate Student.
Photochemistry

■m *i

BRIAN GUERIN.
Sophomore. Sport
Management

JOHN FLOYD. Senior.
Sport Management

Ditch the chemicals,
go organic
■.'<.
JEMNWETHERN
t" ■pNIOM.OLUMNIS'

Did you know that there may I*'
a correlation between the number of hours a woman wears a
lira every day and her chances
of getting breast cancer?
line story. A few studies
(which need to he replicated)
have suggested that the more
a woman wears a lira, the
greater her chances of getting
breast cancer.
()f course this is one out of
many possihle contributing lactors, hut it is something to consider. Another everyday item
that plays a huge role in this
area is deodorant, particularly
those brands that contain aluminum. Aluminum zirconium
has been shown many times to
contribute to IMIIII cancer and
Alzheimer's, yet most of us still

put it under our arms every day
When we consider the ingredients in our other personal
care products, it Starts to make
sense how wearing a bra may
contribute to other diseases
Think about it. Every day
most women mil these harmful chemicals on under our
arms. Then we put on tight
clothing made out of synthetic
chemicals that do not breathe
well. Essentially, we are allowing
these chemicals in jusi soak into
our skin day after day Seem like
a bit of a stretch? Not when you
consider that most breast cancer lumps are detected in the
under arm area.

The purpose of this little
anecdote is to demonstrate
one of the many ways in which
our personal care products are
slowly killing us.
Especially US women. For

Instance, did you know that
most tampons sold in the
United States are not even
approved for use by the
European equivalent of the
FDA?
Our Tampax and I'laytex
are bleached with chlorine
and other harmful chemicals,
and then we insert them into
the second most porous part
of our body, where we absorb

great local business.

these organic products do
typically cost a little more than
their non-organic counterparts,
but they are safer for both us
and for the environment.
But, I don't mind spending a
little more on my deodorant or
hair dye if I know that it could
end up saving my life in the
end. And really, Brent you worth
the extra money?

Sendcornmeno to Em Wedxmal
ewHnprn@6gsuKii
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todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

RAVIADHIKARI.
Graduate Student.
Photochemistry

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom.

LETTER
TO THE
EDITOR

Oh! Hy "*•*«-

Dress affects first
impressions, respect

Who will the UN ask to lead
the assault? You guessed it, the
good old US of A.
Now, granted other nations
will support us, who else has die
amount of armed forces dial we
do? Who could really put navy,
air force, marines, and army out
there like we can?
We hold the world record
for the most readily deployable
military force, die Airborne in 48
hours or less. Who can compare
to that?
if the UN decides to go to war,
we're going lo IK the ones footing
die bill, and the military might to
fight il.

I opened the November 2 edil ion of The Bti News and, as
expected, found a number of
letters bombarding the writers of the "shitty costume"
opinion pieces.
Sure enough, women across
campus were upset with die
ideas that what a woman
wears makes her responsible
for domestic violence and that
what you wear detemiines the
level of respect you are given.
I certainly do not contest
the first point. If a woman is
physically or sexually abused,
regardless of die circumstances, she is the victim. I do, however, take issue with the idea
that clothing does not equate
to respect.
I )o people have the right to
wear whatever they want? Yes,
of course. Does this mean they
should be carefree in regards to
their dress? No. What you wear
goes hand-in-hand widi what
people will think of you. If you
show up to a job interview
wearing sweatpants and a dirty
shirt, txlds are you will not be
afforded very much respect.
While I believe appearance
should not factor in to how a
person is regarded, it is impossible to deny that it does; that's
just the way of the world.
If a woman dresses to show
off her body on a regular basis.
most men I know probably
will not treat her with as high a
level of respect. Are they going
lo have irresistible desires to
rape her?
No, of course not, lhat
would be absurd. But they
probably will have a low first
impression.
What I think was lost in
yesterday's argument is a man's
opinion. If a woman thinks
that the only way she can gel
a man to pay attention to her
is by showing off as much skin
as possible, she is doing two
people a great disservice.
I let sel I. for having such
a low opinion of her own
worth, and die guy, for
minimalizing him down to
a single sexual idea.
See, men are not all highly
sexualized beings who think
widi tiieir genitalia. We have
brains, and we are capable of
using them.
We are able lo form our
opinions by getting to know
members of the opposite gender. V* don't all think only of
"getting busy."
Most of us just want a girl
with whom we can relate, with
whom we can talk and with
whom we can just have a fun
time. If we think a giri is nothing more than a sex-loving
"floozy," wre probably won't be
interested in a relationship.
Again, it comes down to
how you dress. If you dress to
have people look at you, they
will look at you... And probably
not do much more.
If you actually present
yourself as a regular human
being, the respect given
will most likely be at a level
more deserved.
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War climate means bad news
for U.S. soldiers, pocketbooks
£J
ANDREW HERMAN
OPINION COLUMNIST

Boy, oh boy. I'll tell you what; this
crazy world we live in really gets
me worried sometimes about
what will happen in the future.
With a nuclear North Korea,
lapan getting their own arms

program underway, and the everconstant threat from terrorists,

:

Have your own take on

farmers."

Whj does iiui government

you the added bonusofknowingthat you are supporting a

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

would help the local

all of those toxins Into our
blood stream,
When yon sit down and do a
little Investigating about what
goes into our hygiene products,
the results may disgust you.
I am certain!) <li-.iuiiicdby
my findings. And tome, the
worst part is not that companies use sueh lethal Ingredients
(although tint in itself is pretty
disgusting). I hese things are
all approved In our I DA when
companies in other countries
would never gel away with this.
allow this to happen? I can
Only assume that the lobbyists on Capital Hill had
something to do with it.
Money will go a long way in
judging whcihei something is
sale for human consumption.
Luckily, we have several
lesinines right here in Howling
Cirepn that will help In save us
from our own personal care
products. The Krogers in town
lias a wonderful organic food
section, which also contains
hygiene products and cleaning
supplies
Here you can find aluminum
free deodorant and toothpaste,
organic shampoi >s and conditioners and a wide selection of
essential oils, among other useful products.
Another great resource is
Squeakers Vegan < ale and
health food store, which
is located on Main Street
Squeakers has an awesome
seln lion of organic foods.
personal care products (they
even have organic hair dye
and sun screen!).
And, they carry organic tampons. Phis, shopping there gives

k

what is going to happen if the
world ends up in World War III?
Tlie simple fact of the matter is
if we do go to World War III. and
we do not keep the alliances that
we have now. I hate to say this,
but the global population of the
world is screwed.
I he amount of nuclear
weapons we have is enough to
destroy even major city in the
world — twice. And. if you factor in all other weapons other
countries have, well let's just say,
it could become a very sparsely
populated planet in less than 15
minutes.
The simple fear of Nerf guns
last week on campus really
makes me wonder, what will be
the next thing? Will kids playing
Cowboys and Indians be arrested
and tried as adults for conspiracy

to commit murder?
But back to the real issue here.
If a terrorist organization gets a
nuclear weapon, dirty bomb, or
other weapon of mass destruction into (he United States, and
we go to war with the country
that is harboring them, we will
simply be spreading out selves

too thin.
The great American military
can only be in so many places .11
once and still pose a viable threat
to those that oppose them.
Now this seems like a bit of
a stretch, but if the big man
in the White House decides to
use one of our nukes to wage
a war against someone, the
global repercussions would
be disastrous.
1 am not saying that this person would be Mush, hut whoever
the current (hlef Executive happens to be,
The biggest fear that I have

with nuclear weapons is the
North Koreans.
A nuclear North Korea is one of
the scenarios that I really did not
want to think about until they
blasted a hole in ground with
their first bomb. There are those
who think the North Koreans
simply blasted a few tons of TNT
below the surface, but in this case
1 think it is safe to assume the
worst. With the homicidal, fanatical, and in my opinion, psychotic
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leader Kim Jong-ll, assuming the
worst is the safes) thing to do.
Till* UN can put as many
sanctions out there that they
want to, but until they want to
back up their threats of war, do
you really think Mr. long-II will
do anything along the lines of
slopping their weapons productions? 1 stand belter chances of
becoming President.
The tiling is. the UN may go
to war with North Korea, and
then all member nations will be
involved in this war, but who do
you think will lie the ones to give

the most to this effort?
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
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Issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
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Police, other officials, charged in drug scanda
BySueLinds«y
The Associated Press
ROANOKK, Va. — A sheriff and
12 current and former officers
in a hard-luck rural county that
once billed Itself the "Sweatshirt
Capital of the World" were
charged yesterday in a scheme to
sell drugs seized from criminals
back to the community.
A former postal worker, a former probation officer and five
other people also Here indicted by federal prosecutors. The

REfDSAXON
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FUMING: Firefighters from the California Department of Forestry examine the burned-out
crew transport truck where four firefighters died and one was seriously burned fighting the
Esperanza fie in Twin Pines, Calif, last Friday Raymond Lee Oyler. suspected of starting this
fite and two others, has been charged with arson which could result m the death penalty

By Gillian Glaccus
The Associated Press
RIVERSIDE; Calif. '— Yesterday
authorities filed murder and
arson charges carrying the death
penally against a man suspected
of setting a Southern California
wildfire last week that killed five
firefighters.
I he suspect, Raymond Lee Oyler,
36, was already under arrest on
suspicion of setting two other
wildfires over the summer.
Theblazewasthedeadliestfor
firefighters since luly 1994, when
14 were killed near Glenwood
Springs, Colo., according to
the National Interagency lire
Center statistics.
Prosecutorscharged Oyler with
five counts of murder, 11 counts
of arson and 10 counts of use of
an incendiary device. The charges include seven fires in June, one
in July, one in September and two
in October.
District Attorney-elect Rod
Pacheco said Oyler will also
face two so-called special
circumstances, one alleging
murders committed during
arson and another alleging
multiple murders.
Authorities did not Immediately disclose a motive. Oyler
was scheduled to make a court
appearance later yesterday.
The charges are punishable by life in prison without
parole or the death penalty.
Authorities will decide in the
next 60 days which sentence to
seek, Pacheco said.
"The feelings of the surviving family members of the
victims will be consulted and
be given great weight by our
office in what is always a difficult decision," he said.
A woman who answered
the phone at the home of
Oyler's mother said she had
no comment.
The fire was stoked by Santa
Ana winds as it swept southwest through the San Jacinto
Mountains west of Palm Springs.
The flames overran the fire crew,

destroyed 34 homes and charred
more than 60 square miles before
being contained Monday.
Three firefighters died at the
scene, and a fourth died soon
after at a hospital. A fifth was
taken off life support and died
this week.
Investigators interviewed Oyler
on Oct. 27, served a search warrant on his residence Monday,
then arrested him Tuesday.
"This arrest really does help
wiili some of the closure, the healing that we in the forest Service
community; and in the families.
need,* said leanne Wade Evans,
the San Bernardino National
I orcsi su|K'rvisor.
California conn records
show Oyler was convicted in
September 2001 of possession
of a controlled substance.
In Joplin. Mo., police and court
records show Oyler had mostly
minor run-ins with the law from
1997 through 1999. The most
severe was a 1999 misdemeanor
charge of violating a protection
order by enteringhis wife's apartment while she was out. Tin' couple divorced in 21101.

quoted by investigators as saying the only way to acquire
wealth is to be "a little crooked
and not gel caught.
Cassell owns large tracts of
land and a trucking company
and has reported more than

S20.000 in dividends yearly, the

government said.
Prosecutors said thai for the
past eightyears, cocaine, steroids,
marijuana and other drugs that
had been seized by the sheriffs
department were resold to the
public. A sergeant who agreed
to cooperate with Investigators
was paid off by the ring to use
his house for distributing drugs,

authorities said
"It is disgraceful corruption." U.S. Attorney John
Mrownleesaid.

Cassell was charged with
impeding the investigation by
the I 111 andfederaldrugenforcement agents and with monev
laundering He was in custody
yesterday and awaited a bail
hearing in the afternoon.
Fourteen others also were
in custody, and police had
been in contact with the rest of
those indicted except for one
defendant who was at large,
Brow 11 lee said.
Sec DRUGS | Page 6

Three dead bodies found near housing complex
By Meg Kinnard
The Associated Press

Investigators interviewed Oyler on Monday and arrested him a day later.

Man charged for arson

charges included racketeering
conspiracy, weapons charges,
narcotics distribution, obstruction of justice and perjury.
II. franklin Cassell — the
sheriff of 1 lenry County, a fornu-i textile hub situated about
50 miles from Roanoke — was

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Police
found the bodies of a woman
and two other adults inside a
drainage pipe near a public
housing complex early yester
day and said all appear to have
been killed during the night.
At least one person was shot

and authorities were looking for
a 24-year-old man in connection
wiih the attack, Columbia Police

ChiefDean Crisp said.
1 he woman sapai uncut, a few
hundred yards from where the
bodies were found, was roped
off. and investigators were looking at a possfble domestic dispute, said police spokeswoman
Sgl. I lorence McCants.

What we're doing now
is working it in reverse,'
McCants said.
The woman's identity and the

genders ol the other two victims
were not immediately released
Richland

County

Coroner

Gary Watts said authorities Ini
dally had difficulty reaching
the bodies. By midmorning. the
bodies had been removed from

the pipe, which is larger than 3
feel in diameter, and were being
taken to die coroners office tor
identification, Crisp said.
"When you find a crime like
this, it's clearly out of ihe ordinary," Crisp said.
Authorities had no suspects,

he said.
See MURDER | Page 6
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The sheriff's department
has 96 officers. State police
and officers from the Henry
County city of Martinsville
are helping to run the department in the meantime.
Cassell has been sheriff since
1992 in the county of about
58,000 residents along the North
Carolina line.
The region used to be a center of the furniture and textile
industries. But Henry County

suffered about 10,000 layoffs
in the 1990s as the factories
closed. Its unemployment rate
reached double-digits during
Ihe early part of this decade.
The area is now best known
for the Martinsville Speedway,
where NASCAR races are run
twice a year.
A few years ago, former county
administrator Sid Clowcr went to
prison for embezzling more than
$818,000 between 1993 and 2002
as the county sank into economic
despair. He used the money for
gifts and trips and to support an
out-of-wcdlock child.
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WRONG SIDE OF LAW: Sheriff Frank Cassell. shown in this Aug. 19.2002
phoio. was in jail yesterday on charges stemming from dealing drugs

A resident of the apartment complex reported seeing the bodies
around 5 a.m., police Sgt. Florence
McCants said. Police also received a
call about gunshots in the area, but
Crisp was unsure if it was related.
Dozens of complex residents
gathered in small groups outside the
crime scene tape. Authorities put
tarps on a fence to shield the area
from onlookers.
At the complex of one-story
apartments, resident Tanyetta

Brown said there had been recent
crimes in the area.
"It's not that the neighborhood is
dangerous, it's the company I hat \ i u i
keep,'' Brown said.
Residents also expressed frustration about a lack of police presence
in the area.
"You call the police and it takes
three and four hours for them to get
to a call," said Dorothy Ball. 75, who
has lived at the complex for 18 years.
"They don't patrol out here like they
should. It makes me mad. It's terrible
out here."
The complex is less than five mi les
from the state Capitol.

Residents bat an eye over infestation problem in Georgia
By Elliott Minor
The Associated Press
AMKRICUS. Ga. — The grand
historic mansions of this
Southern town have become
infested with millions of hats
— so many that the sky turns
black with each sunset. So many
that not even the neighborhood
Batman can help.
"This town is in bad shape."
said George Perkins, a bat
remover who often makes
public appearances in the
taped crusader's costume and
drives his own Batmobile, a
retro-styled Chrysler Prowler
with bat emblems.

Homeowners are not laughing. The bat problem began
about a decade ago and got
steadily worse as the number
of animals grew. Perkins alone
cannot do the job anymore, and
now the state has promised to
help, proposing a yearlong pro
gram to capture and move the
flying mammals to "bat houses" where t hey will no longer be
a nuisance.
"They're
perpetual crap
machines," saidTripp Pomeroy,
who spent S1,5001 rying to evict
bats from the attic of his 9(iyear-old home in AmeriiUS, a
town of 17,000 people 1 Ifi miles
south of Atlanta. Bats are the
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leading cause of human rabies
in the United States, and that
makes Pomeroy reluctant to
let his children sleep in their
upstairs bedrooms.
Many of the bats have settled
into the towns historic district,
known tor its antebellum and
Greek Revival mansions built in
the 1800s, and Victorian homes
from the early 1900s. Many of
the homes have white columns,
wide porches and other touches
that looklike something straight
out of "Clone with the Wind.
The homes "are like art,"
said Deanna Burgess, who
recently moved into a house
built in 1856. "They need to be

brought back and preserved
for future generations."
I'ree-tailed bats, as the animals are called, normally dwell
in caves in Texas and farther
west but have been making
their way into the Southeast,
particularly over the past three
decades. Experts say they are
drawn to Americus because it
lias an unusually large number
of old houses, which are not as
well sealed-up as new homes
and have lots of crevices in their
attic s that allow bats to slip in.
(Americus is also the site
of the world headquarters of
I lahitat for Humanity, the charitv that builds homes for the
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We invite you to worship with us
and bokforward to meetingyou soon!

Worship 9:30
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Killing even one carries up to a
year in jail and a SI,000 fine.
So homeowners try to keep
them out by plugging openings in their homes. But that
is often a futile task, since bats
can squeeze through holes as
small as a dime.
Those who can afford professional help call Perkins,
who founded his company,
Bat Busters, in the early 1990s,
when a young woman died
from rabies after she touched
bats that flew into her office,
Perkins refers to his offices as
"Bat Caves," and callers hear
the theme from the "Batman"
TV series while on hold.
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'Brethren

Sunday School 11:00

bit want to be JGW (ainilij awaj from. \\M,
St. Mark's Lutheran Church

poor. And Former President
jimmy Carter grew up a few
miles away, in Plains.)
The bats swarm out In the
evening, helping to curb the
insect population by eating
mosquitoes and other pests.
But as the sun comes up, they
return to their dark attic lairs,
where they urinate and leave
piles of smelly guano.
"In some areas, the odor is
unbearable on hot summer
days," said Lane Tyson, 26, who
fights to keep bats out of his
early-1900s home.
Residents are not allowed to
kill the bats because they are
protected under Georgia law.

121 S. Enterprise
4l9-352'6635
ncnei.org/ Dggbc

315 S. College Drive
419.353.9305
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
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Martini Tasting III
is the third installment of
the Diva's Restaurant martini
tastings and a part of their
Friday Night Cocktail Tasting

she's born to fast my side of stronger

i we nisiue oi lie? / /

Series. Sample three martinis
and an appetizer of your
choice for $15. The event
begins at 8 p.m.

Friday Night Bliss
couples live entertainment
and quality cocktails to
create the ultimate getaway.
The blissful evening will be
held at Eileen's Wine Bar
which is located at Cousino's
Navy Bistro at the docks and
includes choices of olives for
martinis and perfect cheese
and wine parings. The event
begins at 8 p.m.

SATURDAY
Placebo
best known for their campy
attitude, will charm the
Agora Theater at 8 p.m.
Tickets are 123

«■*•••

One Under
hope that students will come
over to the Fishbowl to enjoy
a night of hot jam music. The
show begins at 11 p.m. and
cover is $3 at the door.

"King David"
will be performed by the
BGSU Choral Society
and Wind Symphony with
numerous other special
guests. The show begins at
8 p.m and will be at the First
United Methodist Church on
Wooster. Tickets are J5 and

PiTRICKMAYNARD I TIOGNCWS

can be obtained by calling
372-8171.

SUNDAY
"La Canterina" and
"Dido and Aeneas"
will showcase the vocal
stylings of many talented
Bowling Green residents.
The double opera begins
at 3 p.m. in Kobacker hall.
Tickets are $8 for students
and $10 for non-students
and can be obtained at the
door.

Placebo hangs together to support their new album release at Cleveland's Agora
he local music store Finders
always has enticing music
playing out of their sound
system for both music shoppers and passerbys to enjoy. On
By Emily
Wednesday, the
album of Choice
Reporter
was Meds, the latest release from Placebo—the
British indie rock cult band that has been
creating music for well over ten years.
"Because I want you," the unmistakable
voice of lead singer, Brian Moloko played
out of stereo.
It was an interesting choice because

Placebo is currently touring the U.S. and
will be performing in Ohio tomorrow.
"I remember hearing a song by them
back when I was in college," said Jennifer
Kahn, an employee at Finders. "And
that was back in 1998, so they've been
around forever."
Kahn recalled the song came off the
band's sophomore album, Without You,
I'm Nothing. She pointed out how popular this record is by pulling it off the shelf
and examining how many times it has
been turned — fancy music shop talk for
reordered because fans have bought it
out of the store.
Though Meds hasn't yet turned as much

as Without You, I'm Nothing — this is the
first time the band is playing in America,
since releasing Meds in April —it won't be
surprising if its sales go up soon.
"The three week tour in America will be
very Meds— heavy," said Placebo's drummer Steven Hewitt.
Hewitt went on to explain how Placebo
feels their sound has done a 360.
"Meds is similar to our first self titled
record, but with better song writing,"
I lewitt said. "Our last album was more
electronic, and we pushed that as far as
we could."
See PLACEBO | Page I?

Trans-Siberian
Orchestra
will bring the holiday spirit
early as they perform at the
SeaGate Convention Centre
in Toledo. They will offer two
shows at 3 p.m and 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $32.50 to $43.50
and can be purchased at
Ticketmaster.

THEY SAID IT
"If you give a person
a fish, they'll fish for
a day. Butifyou
train a person to
fisKtheyHfishfora
lifetime
Dan Qayfe | Former vice president

"Rip-off" will make it work
By Addle Curlii
Reporter

A student organization on campus is giving aspiring designers
a chance to show off their work
for campus' own reality television show.
Pandora's Box, a student
organization that deals a lot
with arts and crafts, is putting
together Project Rip-off. This
is a spin off of the popular
show "Project Runway."
Pandora's Box is a student
organization with a mission
statement focusing on "creativity, culture, and community awareness." The event is a

I

way to bring creative students
from across campus together
and get involved with their
own specific talents.
Along with the "show" that
will be put on, there will be
a masquerade ball for all the
guests.
An organizer of the event
Melody Moore said auditions
were held on Oct. 13 and that
more interviews will be taking place sometime before the
end of the semester. They have
decided to move back the date
of the show in order to receive
more applications for models.
See RIP-OFF | Page 12

Newcomers use world as a stage
By Sarah Moore
Reporter

This year's Newcomers
Showcase, titled "All the
World's a Stage", was a success.
Performed by the Department
of Theater & Film in
collaboration with the College
of Musical Arts on Oct. 2629, the audience witnessed a
variety of humorous theatrical
scenes and musical numbers.
The performance could be
classified as a revue, which is
a form of variety theater that
uses a cast to incorporate
skits, songs, dance numbers,
etc. into a show based around

a central theme. In this case,
the overall theme of "All
the World's a Stage" was the
behind-the-scenes creation of
a play as seen throughout five
rounds: the writing of the play,
the audition, preparation, the
rehearsal and opening night.
After the grand opening of
a Show Biz Medley consisting
of four songs, the show would
rotate between acting scenes
and musical numbers.
Every theatrical scene was
VBTJ comical, and kept the
energetic audience smiling
and laughing continuously
There were funny inter textual
references such as 'See no evil,

Hear no evil, Speak no evil',
and satirical choreographed
dance moves that poked fun at
typical musical mannerisms.
The musical pieces were
also comical and entertaining,
with every single individual
embodying a voice to be
envious of.
The performers consisted
of both freshmen and
transfer students.
Literally being new to the
scene can be a nerve-wracking
experience for the students,
especially when performing in
front of an audience that has
See STAGE | Page 8
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out-of-wedlock child,

DRUGS
From Page S

rhe sherifl - department
has 96 officers. State police
and officers from the Menu
Count) <ii\ "i Martinsville
are helping to run the depart
menl In the meantime.
i assdl has been sherifl since
1992 in the count) ol about
58,000 residents along the North
Carolina line.
The region used to be .< i en
terof the furniture and textile
Industries, lim Henry County
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MURDER
From Page 5
A resident of the apartment complex reported seeing the bodies
around 5 a.m., police Sgt. Florence
\ic( ants slid. Police also receh ed a
call aboul gunshots in the area, but
( risp was unsure il ii was related.
Dozens of complex residents
gathered in small groups outside the
crime scene tape. Authorities put
tarps on a fence to shield the area
from onlookers
At the complex of one-story
apartments, resident fanyetta

EBICBRADV

WRONG SIDE OF LAW:

• sAu9.19.2002
'dealing drugs

Brown said there had been receni
crimes in the area.
"it's not that the neighborhood is
dangerous, it's the company that you
keep," llrown said.

Residents also expressed frustra
lion aboul a lack of police preset* e
in the area
"You call the police and il lakes
three and four hours foi them to gel
io a call," said Dorothy Hall. 75, sslin
has lived ai i he complex lor 18 years.
I hey don'l patrol oul here like lhrs
should. Il makes me mad. It's terrible
oul here."
I he complex is less ihaii live miles

from the state Capitol.

esidents bat an eye over infestation problem in Georgia
Homeowners are not laugh
ing. I lie bat problem began
aboui a decade ago and goi
steadil) worse as the number
ol animals grew. Perkins alone
cannot do the job an) more, and
now the stale has promised to
help, proposing a yearlong program io capture and move ihe

By Elliott Minor

Wll Kit IIS. Ga.
I he grand
historic mansions ol this
Southern town have become
infested with millions ol bats
so man) that Ihe sks turns
black with eai hsunsei So many
thai noi even the neighborhood
Batman cm help

Ms ing mammals to "li.il hulls
is' where they will no longer be
a nuisance.

" I his town is in had shape.

"They're perpetual crap
machines," said Tripp Pomeroy,
who spent $1,500 trying to evici
bats bom the attic ol his 96

said George Perkins, a bat
remover sslm often makes
public appearances in the
caped crusadet s costume and
diives his own Batmobile, a
retro styled t hrysler Prowler

yeai old home in \inrriciis. .1

low n ol 17,000 people nti miles
south ol Mlanta Bats are the

with bat emblems.

Stadents
BELONG
BELIEVE
BECOME

leading cause of human rabies
in the United States, and thai
makes Pomero) reluctant to
lei his i hildren sleep in their
upstairs bedrooms.
Man) of the bats have settled
into ihe town s historii district,
known loi its antebellum and
Greek Revival mansionsbuill in
the 1800s, and Victorian homes
from the earl) 1900s. Mans ol
ihe homes have white columns,
sside porches and other touches
that look likesomethingstraighl
oul ol "Gonewith Ihe Wind.
I be homes "are like art,
said Deanna Burgess, who
recentl) moved into a house
buili in ill id I h, \ need to be

brought hack and preserved
tor future generations."
i ree-tailed bats, as ihe anl
mais are called, normally dwell
ill cases in lexas and tarlhei
ssesl bill base been making

their way into the Southeast,
particularly over the past three
decades Experts say dies are
drawn to Americus because li
has an unusuall) large number
nl old houses, wbu h ale mil as

well sealed-up as ness homes
and base lots ol ires Ices in their
aincs ihai allow bats to slip in.
[AmeriCUS is also Ihe site
ill ihe world headquarters ol
Habiiai for Humanity, the charity thai builds homes lor the

St. Mark's Lutheran Church

miles assay, ill Plains.)

I he bats sssarin oul in Ihe
evening, helping to curb Ihe
Insect population In eating
mosquitoes ami other pests.
lim as die sun conies up, the)
return to their dark attic lairs,
uheie the) urinate and leave

piles ol smell) guano.
"in some areas, the odor is
unbearable on hot summei
days," said I ane lyson. 26, who
lights to keep bats out of his
eails 1900s home,
Residents are nol allowed io
kill Ihe bats ber arise iho\ are

protected under Georgia lass.

Killing even one can les up io a
sen in jail and a SI,000 fine.
So homeowners try to keep
them out by plugging open
ings III iheii homes, but thai
is often a futile i.isk. since bats
can squeeze through holes as
small as a dime
I hose who can afford pro
fessional help call Perkins,
who founded bis company.
Hal Hiisicis. in the earls 1990s,
when a soring woman died
from rabies altci she touched
bats thai flew into hei offit e.
Perkins refers in Ins offices as
Hai Caves," and callers heai
ihe theme from tin- "Batman"
I v series while on hold,

^-CHURCH
^DIRECTORY

"Brethren
Church

Your "family
awav fivm horn

We irwiteyou to worship with us
and lookforward to meeting you soon!

Sunday School 11:00

tOe warit to be. uour famiU awa

poor. And Former President
jimmy Carter grew up a few

Worship 0:30
111 s Enterprise
4I9-352-6635

S i ollege Drive
419.353.9305
s\ vvw.stmarkslutheranbg.org
BIBLE STUDY • WORSHIP -SERVICES • AND MUCH MORE

STM

ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH

Serving the Catholic Community at BGSU

Mass Schedule
(Sat 5:00 p.m.) (Sun 10:00 a.m., 12:00 noon, 7:00 p.m.)
Mon 7:00 p.m.) (Tues 5 15 p.m.) (Wed 9 p.m ) (Thurs 5:15]
|

THE ALLIANCE
JMMIIIUS

28:18-20

St. Aloysius

1161 Napoleon Road
Voice: 419.352.3623
Email: office@bgalliance.org
Web: www.bgalliance.org

Q)s<

it

We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

\i
Bowling Green Alliance Church

Student relreals

% Catholic Church
(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

T Catholic faith formation
I

Welcome Students

Student service opportunities

AM An WMm*..

425 Thurstin Ave.
(across from Macdonald)

419-352-7555
www sttoms com
•p«®wcner.org

Sundays
,, A M Worship Celebration

www.turningpoinlbg.org

10A.M. Discipleship Hour

Pastor Larry Whatley

Tuesdays

Faculty

Worship With Us
Sundaj School - 9:30 a.m.
Worship- 10:45 a.m.

7P.M. Bible Sludy

First

Presbyterian
Church
Bowling Green

rc

flrf

Wednesdays
7P.M. Women's Bible Study
7P.M. Kid's Point Ministries

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(Disciples of Christ)
Haskins at Poe Road, Bowling Green
419-354-39X9

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Worship limes
9:IS- Traditional
Servia
InSV-Sunday School
IhSO-Coftlemporary

Worship 10:00 a.m. Sundays
126 S. Church Street, B.G.
(419)352-5176
Www.bgpresb.org

:i«,\,ui!i Summit Street
Bx^GrerjiCMo 43402-2527
nW4IM5W03l
I 153-5I9I
l.-nuil Infills 11...
mid PrtH'foimhit! Chriyt
at the llt'url nj BowKng (ireen

AVUM
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Martini Tasting III
is the third installment of
the Diva's Restaurant martini
tastings and a part of their
Friday Night Cocktail Tasting
Series. Sample three martinis
and an appetizer of your
choice for $15 The event
begins at 8 p.m.

Friday Night Bliss
couples live entertainment
and quality cocktails to
cieate the ultimate getaway.
The blissful evening will be
held at Eileen's Wine Bar
which is located at Cousino's
Navy Bistro at the docks and
includes choices of olives for
martinis and perfect cheese
and wine parings. The event
begins at 8 p.m.

SATURDAY
Placebo
best known for their campy
attitude, will charm the
Agora Theater at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $ 23

\

\

One Under
hope that students will come
over to the Fishbowl to enjoy
a night of hot jam music. The
show begins at 11 p.m. and
cover is $5 at the door.

"King David"
will be performed by the
BGSU Choral Society
and Wind Symphony with
numerous other special
guests. The show begins at
8 p.m and will be at the First
United Methodist Church on
Wooster. Tickets are $5 and

PATRICK MAYNARD I THE BG NEWS

can be obtained by calling
572-8171.

SUNDAY
"La Canterina" and
"Dido and Aeneas"
will showcase the vocal
stylings of many talented
Bowling Green residents.
The double opera begins
at 3 p.m. in Kobacker hall.
Tickets are $8 for students
and $10 for non-students
and can be obtained at the
door.

Placebo hangs together to support their new album release at Cleveland's Agora
he local music store Finders
always has enticing music
playing out of their sound
system for both music shoppers and passerbys to enjoy. On
By Emily
Wednesday, the
........
album of choice
Reporter
was Meds, the latestreleasefromPlacebo—the
British indie rock cult band that has been
creating music for well over ten years.
"Because I want you," the unmistakable
voice of lead singer, Brian Moloko played
out of stereo.
It was an interesting choice because

Placebo is currently touring the U.S. and
will be performing in Ohio tomorrow.
"I remember hearing a song by them
back when I was in college," said Jennifer
Kahn, an employee at Finders. "And
that was back in 1998, so theyVe been
around forever."
Kahn recalled the song came off the
band's sophomore album, Without You,
I'm Nothing. She pointed out how popular this record is by pulling it off the shelf
and examining how many times it has
been turned — fancy music shop talk for
reordered because fans have bought it
out of the store.
Though Meds hasn't yet turned as much

as Without You, I'm Nothing — this is the
first time the band is playing in America,
since releasing Meds in April—it worrt be
surprising ifits sales go up soon.
"The three week tour in America will be
very Meds—heavy," said Placebo's drummer Steven Hewitt.
Hewitt went on to explain how Placebo
feels their sound has done a 360.
"Meds is similar to our first self titled
record, but with better song writing,"
Hewitt said. "Our last album was more
electronic, and we pushed that as far as
we could."
W PLACEBO | Page 12

Trans-Siberian
Orchestra
will bring the holiday spirit
early as they perform at the
SeaGate Convention Centre
in Toledo. They will offer two
shows at 3 p.m and 7:30 p.m

"Rip-off" will make it work

Newcomers use world as a stage

Tickets are $52.50 to $43.50
and can be purchased at
Ticketmaster.

"If you give a person
a fish, they'll fish for
a day. But if you
train a person to
fish, they'll fish for a
lifetime
Dan Quayle | Former vice president

By Addie Curtis
Reporter

A student organization cm campus is gi\ ing aspiring designers
a chance to show off their work
for campus' own realitj television show.
Pandora's Box, a student
organization thai deals a lot
with arts and crafts, is putting
together Project Hip nil I his
is a spin oil ol the populai
show "Project Runway."
Pandora's Box is a student
organization with a mission
statemenl focusing on "creativity, culture, and commu
nity awareness." I he event is a

way in linn}; creative siucli'iiis
from across campus together
and get involved with their
own spec ilii talents.
Along with tin' "show" that
will he put on, there will be
a masquerade hall foi all the
guests.
\\\ organize) ol the event
Melodj Moore said auditions
were hold on Oil. 13 and that
more interviews will be taking place sometime before the
end ol ih,' semester rhey have
decided to move hark the date
ol the show in ordei to receivi
more applications lor models,
See RIP-OFF | Paqo 12

By Sarah Moore

i his year's Newcomers
Showcase, tilled "All the
World's a Stage", was a success.
Performed by the Department
,,i
rheater & Film in
collaboration with the College
ol' Musical Arts on Oct. 2U29. the audience witnessed a
variet) of humorous theatrical
scenes ami musical numbers.
The performance could be
classified as a revue, which is
a form ol variet] theater thai
uses a easi to incorporate
skiis. songs, dance numbers,
eie. into a show based around

a central theme, in this > ase,
the overall theme ol All
the World's a Siage" was ihe
behind-the-scenes creation ol
a plaj as seen throughout live
rounds: the writing ol the play,
the audition, preparation, the
i el tearsal and open ing night.
Vfter the grand opening of

a Show hi/ Medley consisting
of four songs, the show would
rotate between acting scenes
and musical numbers.
I verj theatrical scene was
very comical, and kepi the
energetic audience smiling
and laughing continuously.
I here were funny Inter textual
references such as See no evil.

HIM: no evil, Speak no evil",
anil satirical choreographed
dame movesthal puked lull al
typical musical mannerisms,
ihe musical pieces were
also, omical and entertaining,
with every single individual
embodying a voice to be
envious ol.
The performers consisted
of both freshmen and
transfer students.
Literally being new to the
scene can he a nerve-wracking
experience for the Students,
especially when performing ill
front of M\ audience that has
See STAGE | Page 8
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Spend or win money at new game site
By Nick Carrabina
Reporter

"We had one guy drop out of Florida State

Nowadays, people can pretty
much do anything they want
with their money on the Internet,
whether ifs playing poker, placing
bets on sports games, or throwing
down an absurd amount of money
on eBay for something that not too
many people probably want.
Now there is a new way to spend
money, or gain money, on the
Internet by playing video games at
www.gorillagamer.com.
The Web site started in April
by Michael Patak. but the official launch of (Jorilla Gamer was
Monday, Oct. 23.
"What we did was on April I, we
launched a partial site and we had
a challenge room where people
can go in and play video games for
money." Patak said. "We didn't do
any marketing so it was all word of
mouth and we would get feedback
from gamers and we went back to
the drawing board."
Some of the new features
that were developed from the
"drawing board" for the official
launch included giving each
user on the site a profile which
other gamers can look at and
see different user pictures
Another development was creating an eBay type system where
users can post results about different users as to if they are good or

and he has made over 30 to 40 grand

STAGE
From Page 7

veteran performers In it.
Freshman film major, Brent
Winzek, who played the role of
BarrymoreintheTHateHamlet'
scene, originally felt uptight
about the whole experience,
but soon became comfortable
in his surroundings.
"It's kind of intimidating
because you're a freshman." he
said. "Even though they don't
put you on a lower level, you
kind of put yourself on a lower
level almost out of respect, and
it's kind of hard to break that.''

playing video games."
Michael Patak | Creator: Gorillagamer.com

not EU certain games or if they are
known to cheat.
leak's motivation to start
Gorilla Garner was that he saw
the video game industry growing
more and more popular and also
it was a way to keep in touch with
old friends.
"I went to Iowa State and when
I was in a frat, we used to bet cases
of beer or pizza while playing
Madden and now that the whole
video gome is a S30 billion business, people are playing online,"
he said. "Now my best friend lives
in San Diego and I live in Chicago
and we can still play against each
other online for money."
People can set up an account
on Gorilla Gamer by filling out a
registration on the Web site.
According to Patak, it's not much
different from any other type of
registrations on the Internet
"ion createa profile, if you want
to play for money; it's no different from depositing money like
you would on a poker site," Patak
said. "You have a virtual wallet and

In the end though, his
experience was the most
rewarding aspect of being a
cast member.
"My learning experience was
the auditionsand the rehearsals
— everything leading up to
opening night," he said. "Then
opening night you get to learn
what the audience likes, what
the audience dislikes, what you
should emphasize and what
you shouldn't."
Winzek's character was a
challenging role to play, but he
put his own spin on it.
It was apparent that his
passion for acting helped
fuel the development of the

deposit money you find people
and challenge them and if they
accept it, the two will play and
report the results to us and the
winner gets the funds credited to
(heir account'
And while the Government is
starting to crack down on poker
sites because of gambling Patak
is not worried that there will be
any government interference with
Gorilla Gamer, because according
to Patak. it is not gambling.
"It is called skill based competition, which is my skill verse
yours," Patak said. "Once it is
based on skill, and no chain e is
involved, it is by definition not
considered gambling."
Since opening the site, there arc
more than 2000 users on Gorilla
Gamer and that is with no advertising until last week. Jeff Oberlander. freshman, is
an avid video game player and
says tliat he plays about an hour a
day, while he does find the (kirilla
(iamer Web site an interesting concept he is not into online betting

"I know a lot of gamers
that would like this Web site
because gamers get cocky,"
Oberlander said. "I love
to play video games but 1
wouldn't risk money on it."
Oberlander says that not being
able to see the person you are playing against can be deceiving
"I have never been much of
a gambling person, I play Texas
Hold Em, but not online," he
said. "I don't like to gamble online
because I don't know or can see
people that I'm playing with and
there are ways people can cheat."
But if students are into risks and
competition, Patak urges gamers
to take a look at the site and play a
few games online.
"No one knows that people
can play video games for cash,"
he said. "If you play video games
at your domi or apartment, and
if you are any good, you can start
making cash."
And if a gamer is good enough,
who knows, they may be able to
make a living out of it, according
to Patak.
"Wfe had one guy drop out of
Florida State and he has made
over 30 to 40 grand playing video
games," Patak said. "Gamers are
starting to be labeled as athletes
because it is based on skill, who
ran press the buttons faster. If a
veteran is playing a rookie, the veteran is going to destroy him."
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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ACT IT OUT: The newcomer cast o( 'All the Worlds A Slage" mighl have Mapped up the show
on Oct. 29. but they wJ never forget the valuable skills they learned frrm the experience on stage

character, and the audience
definitely seemed to approve
of the life that he brought to

the scene.
One unique aspect of
the performance was that

the only form of musical
accompaniment came solely
from a single piano player.
Damian Stout, a freelance
piano accompanist and vocal
coach for the past seven
years, was the man behind
the ivory keys throughout
every performance.
Although he knew what
was to take place on stage,
he frequently found himself
catching new aspects of every
performance as if he were in the

<%

Stay CLOSE to campus
in one of
Greenbriar's most popular
apartments or houses:

audience himself.
I he audience got a rainbow
of different flavors of what
I healer is about, especially with
this type of review because it
wasabout theatre itself" he said.
"It was both about the ins and
outsofthetheaterexpericnce.lt
gave variation for the audience
so they didn't have to hear just
straight singing or straight
acting. The back and forth gave
it that variance of energy levels.
It kept it more intriguing."
Overall, the smiling faces,
beautiful voices and theatrical
one liners combined to make
"All the World's a Stage" a great
performance in my eyes.
These newcomer actors
show great potential to offer
to the theater and musical
departments,
and
their
performances are something
thai they should definitely be
proud of.

GREEN BRIAR, INC.
445 EAST W00STER ST.

419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Saturday: 9am - 1pm

BENTWOOD

HEINZ APARTMENTS

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shutile

• 2 & 3 bedroom

• Microwaves

• 3 & 4 bedroom/2 bath

• Dishwashers

• Air Conditioned

• 1 - 2 car garages

• Furnished
• 1 1/2 bath

• Garbage disposals

• Microwaves

• 3 bedroom/2 bathroom
• Furnished
• Microwaves

• Full Basements

• Dishwashers

• Dishwashers

• Washer/Dryer

• Ample parking

• Garbage Disposals

• Garbage Disposals

• Air Conditioning

• Close to campus

• Close to campus

• Wireless internet

townhouses

• Close to campus
• On-site laundry

• 2 Shuttle Stops

Sign up today!
Now leasing
for fall 2007
• 3 bedrooms

• Close to campus

• 2 bedroom/2 bathroom

• On-site laundry

• 2 bathrooms
• Furnished

• Air Conditioning

• Dishwasher

< Furnished and

• Dishwashers

• On-site laundry

• Garbage Disposals

apartments available

• Garbage Disposals

recently remodeled

• Close to campus

units available

/CJE&CA
Management Inc.
Findlay Pike Apts.
111/11.1 FindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage for 1 vehicle
Starting at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

/SlEfcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.
215 E. Poc Rd
Large I or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.
BGSU Bus routc/15 min.
walk to campus
Laundry on site

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N.Main Si
or check website
www.meccaba.com
>r complete listing
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SIDELINES
MEN'S SOCCER

BGSU vs. AKRON

On the rebound
BG hopes to
recover after
SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
vs. Lake Superior State: 7:05
p.m.
Men's Soccer:
vs. Akron @ DeKalb. Ill -12:30

p.m.

TOMORROW
Hockey:
vs. Lake Superior State; 7:05
p.m.
Volleyball:
vs. Western Michigan: 3 p/n.
Football:
at Akron; 1 p.m.
Swimming/Diving:
at Ohio. 1 pm
Men's Golf:
MAC/Big East Challenge @
Orlando. Fla.

SUNDAY
Men's Golf:
MAC/Big East Challenge @
Orlando, Fla.

OUR CALL
Quote of the Week
"Whatever he says, let him
say it. One thing about it. the
ball will snap Sunday. For me
to take that personally and
seriously would be like one
of my kids saying 'Daddy, I
can beat you fighting"
-Ray Lewis on Chad
Johnson's comments about
hitting him in the mouth.'

The List
In honor of stupid coaching
decisons and playing hurt.
The BG News picks the top
five back-up OBs in the NFL.

1. David Garrard:
After getting thumped by
Houston he responded and
went into the "Line" and beat
the Eagles.

2.Charlie Batch: In

alive for
Falcons

loss to Temple

By Bill Bord.wick
Reporter

By Colin Wil.on
Assistant Sports Editor

The past few weeks have
not been kind to the BGSU
football team. Back to back
losses to Temple and Central
Michigan and four losses
in six games have put the
Falcons at 4-5 on the season.
Whether it is bad passes, turnovers, dropped balls, missed
tackles, missed assignments or
just plain bad football, BG has
seen it .ill ibis season.
"Every time that happens
to one of these kids, their
confidence gets tested. A
lot of these young kids are
making some nice plays, but
they are also making some
boneheaded plays every now
and then," said coach Gregg
Brandon. "We just have to
develop some consistency."
This week may have been
the hardest for the Falcons;
they broke the nation's longest losing streak. Temple
bad redemption on its mind
on Saturday and broke
their 20-game losing streak
against a BG team that put
up 70 points on the Owls the
past two meetings.
The 28-14 loss may have
been the most disappointing
loss in Brandon's tenure. His
spirit was not broken, though,
as the coach enjoyed some
Halloween fun at his Tuesday
media luncheon. He put on a
monster mask before walking
into the televised portion of
the luncheon and joked about
how scary the loss was for BG.
"I'm a little testy, but losing
will do that to you. But other
than that, we are going to stay
the course," Brandon said.
"We are going to try and win
the rest of our games."
This week BG will travel
East to face an Akron team
that was a preseason favorite to return to the MAC
Championship game. The
Zips played well against I'enn
State and beat North Carolina
State to start their season but
have had a tough time in the
Mid-American Conference
going I -3. They are coming off
a loss to Toledo and their only
conference win came against
a sub-par Miami team.
TheZipsareavcteranteam

Season

BRANDON HEISS
NEW FACE Tyler Sheehan saw playing time at Temple last week. He may be seeing some more this week at Akron Sheehan is still
in search of his first touchdown pass.

though. Led by senior quarterback I.uke Getsy, Akron
has a solid passing game.
Getsy has thrown for 1783
yards and II TDs this season.
I le has been sacked 24 times
though which could intrigue
the BG defensive line, especially if defensive tackle Brad
Williams returns.
"IThe Akron gamel will be a
challenge for us; going against
experienced people is always a
challenge because they know
their jobs and what to do,"
said linebacker Terrell White.
"They are fundamentally
sound. As a defense we just
have to come and play hard.
See AKRON | Page 10

fit ¥

ll was all set up. The BGSU men's
soccer team was going to be
cleaning out their lockers right
now. [bey were not supposed to
go to Kalamazoo. Mich, and beat
the Broncos on their home field.
Western Michigan even had history on its sidiv
Ihi' last two times BG and
Western Michigan faced off in the
Mid American (inference tournament, the Broncos came awa\
with 2-0 and 5-0 shutouts respectively. Western Michigan also
won the most recent meeting; las!
Friday by a score of 2-1.
Conventional wisdom would
say thai the sixth seeded falcons
would not lx' able to handle the
third seeded Broncos on their
home field
As LeeCorsowould say,"Notso
last, my friend.
The Falcons, with a record coming into the game of 3-13-1 and
everything riding against them,
won their first conference game of
the year beating the Broncos 2-1.
With the win. the Falcons advance
to play Akron in DeKalb, 111.
Western Michigan came out
and look the early advantage in
the seventh minute off of a Terry
DowdinggoaL
The score was set up by Ibm
Oatley who delivered a low shot
along the goal line alter a throw
in I he goal was DowdingS teamleading eighth.
"It was pretty much as fur as
score goes the exact opposite
of the regular season," said BG
coach Fred Thompson. "They
got the early goal about seven
minutes which is what we did
in the first game."
In the first game against
the Broncos, it was BG's Jacob
SOCCER
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110

■ BG leads all-time series 8-6 and is 4-5

Senior

on the road.
■ The Falcons now lead the MAC in
rushing with 1952 yards per game and
m first downs with 175
■ BG has now lost three straight road

night looms

games. This is thetr third straight game
away from Doyt L. Perry.
■ This is only Akrons third home game
this season. They are 2-0 at the
Rubber Bowl, beating North Texas
and Miami.
■ BG ism jeopardy ot not having a winning record for the firs! time since 1999
■ Akron won the last meeting between
the teams at BG last season. 24-14.

BHANOONHEISS

forBG

BIG PLAYS: Antonio Smith and the
Falcon defense has played opponents
tough, but big plays have hurt them.

By Adam Miczin
Reporter

some corners (including
ours) people think he's better
than Little Ben.
3. Jon Kitna: Yeah, we
know he's a starter, making
him one of the best backups
in the league.

4. Joey Harrington:
Bad starters usually make
good backups. He did a
decent job filling in for
Daunte Culpepper recently.

5. Andrew Walter:
Put some better talent
around him and he might be
decent. He has been impressive when filling in for Aaron

Newest Falcons making a big impact early
By Chayse Held
Reporter

Attempting to fit in as a freshman is hard for anyone joining
a team. Making the transition
from being the star as a youth
player and then finding yourself
at the bottom of the totem pole
in college can be a humbling
experience. I lowever, the group
of newcomers on this year's
BGSU hockey squad has been
able to do more that just fit in,
they have stood out.
The class of 2010 has provided
the Falcons (2-3-1) with a much

needed early season boost for a
team with just three seniors.
With seven freshmen seeing
significant ice time for BG, the
newcomers have been able to
produce in their early opportunities, giving the coaching staff reason to be excited
about the future.
"I think they've fit in pretty
well," said coach Scott Paluch.
"There's been six or seven that
have played significant time,
but also the other five guys have
done a good job as well. What I
See FRESHMEN | Page II

30-21, 30-18, 31-29. BG moved to

JORDtNrLOWEn , THEBGNFWS
FRESH FACES: lodd Mcllrath watches a shot during a game against AlabamaHuntsville. He and other freshmen have played a big role for the Falcons so fat.

Brooks.

Brooks is paying off for Bengals without incident-so far
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI —The Bengals'
most recent gamble on a
troubled draft pick is paying
off for now.
The Bengals took middle linebacker Ahmad Brooks in the supplemental draft last July because
they knew Odell Thurman was
going to be suspended by the
NFL for violating its substance
abuse policy.
Thurman is out for the season
and most likely will never play
again for coach Marvin Lewis,

who has taken away his locker
and told him to stay away from
the team. Brooks has taken over
his spot
Brooks started the last three
games at middle linebacker
and racked up 14,8 and 9 tackles, along with one sack. He
got the chance to play when
Brian Simmons was sidelined
by a sore neck.
"Ahmad works very hard at it."
Lewis said. "He's very conscientious. We've been very pleased
with how he's embraced it. coming in and snidying extra film all
the time, asking very good ques-

All of the elements were there for
an upset Wednesday night for
Miami's volleyball team. I he elements were in place for a "trap"
game that could cost BG a chance
at the division title and MidAmerican Conference championship. But. the Falcons did not let it
affect them as thev swept Miami

tions and taking great notes."
Brooks was a star at Virginia
for three seasons, but was
kicked off the team by coach
Al Groh before spring practice
this year. That prompted him
to enter the NFL through the
supplemental draft.
Six Bengals have been arrested
and two have been suspended
this year, so the team was setting itself up for more criticism by
taking Brooks in the third round.
Www was a high immediate price
— the Bengals had to give up a
third-round pick in next April's
draft as compensation.

So far, he has stayed out of
trouble and excelled on the field.
"It means a lot to him," lewis
said. "Missing the opportunity to
play early in the year, he knew he
had to work. Nobody's on scholarship around here and you've
got to earn your opportunity, and
he's worked hard at it."
Brooks said an injury last
season that limited him to
six games and the dismissal
from Virginia's team made an
impression on him.
"When I wasn't playing footSee BROOKS | Page II

12-1 in the MAC and 23-3 overall.
BG came into the match after
playing two talented teams
this past weekend. After losing a heartbreaker to Ohio on
Friday night, the team stormed
through Kent Statewith relative
ease on Saturday afternoon.
The short week had potential
for an upset hut Miami stood no
chance. On Sept. 27. Miami came
to Anderson Arena and was beat
3-1. This time, BG made lighter
work of the Redhawks. After the
loss. Miami was left at 8-5 in the
MAC and 12-14 overall.
"I think we came out a bit sluggish to start," said BG Coach Denisc
Van IV Walle. "We had slow feet
and we were not able to generate
much from our side of the net. We
are fortunate that Miami did not
play well either."
The Falcons clinched a bye
in the MAC Tournament in
November. They can now finish no lower than second in the
MAC East and no lower than
third in the conference overall.
The match started well for the
Falcons as they jumped out to an
early lead but Miami scored six
SeeNETTERSIPagell
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Jones brings
toughness, finesse

BGNEWS College Football pickem

By Tom Withers

The Associated Press

s:
82
BG<?> AKRON
Akron 51. BG 20 Whos the quarterback

BG20. Akionl5 These teams both lost to

Akron 50. BG 17: My mother threatened

BG 18. Akron 15: BG rebounds in a big

Whos healthy? Who is prepared to win a

learns that start with I. are six letter* and
suck really bad Let's hope this doesn't get

lo ground me & I use my picks to make
fun of a team coming off a loss to Temple

way this week, there might be some
killer pictures Lets hope he doesn't

And I'm already in her dog house after she
checked the recent history on my laptop

send the photos to falcons!!
http^/bgsufalconscstvcom

tough game' BG needs to answer some
questions if they want to wm :
season

utoi I nd

MISSOURI •• NEBRASKA
Nebraska 17. Missouri 10: Cprnhuskers
is the most uncreative univ-1
name ever It wont stop them from
winning though

Nebraska 1. Missouri 0: This is a battle

Nebraska 27 Missouri 20 John L Smith

Nebraska 2 5. Missouri 20 I like the

ol teams who lost wmnable games

got a raw deal at Mich State He gets

Huskers in this one. they played the

last week lo teams thai normally kick

(Wed. yet he's still told to arrive at 8 am.
lor wort He should rebel by not shaving

Longhorns tough, and everytime I pick

the crap out of them.

misery, they choke.

and scratching himself on the sidelines

15U(*TENNESSE
Tennessee 2* LSU 21

LSU 15. Tennessee 10. Erik Arnge has

fenewe 25. LSU l& II LSU couldni deal wvffh

LSU 54. Tennessee 20. This one won't

An awesome SEC battle and definite-

looked like Danny Ainge lately. I'm not
leelmg the magic, maybe if Danny

strong wnds, heavy ran and serious Hooding,

be close If you like to bet like Ryan
does, take LSU. Turner, the reason

ly the game ol the week. The Tigers
will keep it close, but this game comes
to down to home field advantage

was playing OB he could win one lor

how is it gonna beat a one-loss Tennessee
team on the road'Yes. II be enroling in a

Red Erik - not so much.

sensitivity course during spmg semester.

you suck at pickem is because you will
probably pick Tennessee in this one.

BOSTON COLLEGE •> WAKE FOREST
Wake Forest 50. Boston College 29.

Boston College 28. Wake Forest 26: Hey

Random ACC game ol the week

Heiss. you have no chance vwtb her. At

Wake Forest 26. Boston College 25:
I am picking Wake Forest in this one in

1979 and sit atop the ACC I'm sue Brandon

I really have no knowledge of these

Hess remembers that team too it was around

teams Hopefully I'm right I know
they're both good

ail That is. unless, she picks guys like out
sports editor picks college football games

hopes that Ryan gets on BC and I can
closethegap Ryan I heat your sister

Wafe Forest 28. Boston College 24 The
Demon Deacons are 70 foe the first Une siice

the time of ho freshman year of college.

turned 18 recently

BEREA, Ohio — Sean Jones
never doubted his playing ability. Seems like everyone elsejdid.
lones came to Cleveland!; training
camp this summer hoping to win
a Starting job, Not only did the former second-round pick move to
the top of the Browns' depth chart,
he's tied for the league lead with
four interceptions.
A special teams player last season, now he's just special.
"That's the bottom line," said
teammate Brian Russell, who
plays alongside lones and is one
of his biggest fans. "As a defensive
back, you get X number of opportunities to get your hands on the
ball and lie's made the most of
c\ei\ opportunity. When he has
the opportunity to make a play,
he's till over it. That's really helping
us its a defense."
lones helped the Browns out
a hunch hist Sunday, making
two interceptions and deflecting
a pass late in the fourth quarter
in Cleveland's 20-13 win over the

New Vbrk lets. Thai performance
earned him AFC player of the
week honors.
"It means a lot," lones said.
"Working hard these past two
years 1 really haven't been getting
the credit because I really haven't
played. It feels good that the hard
work dial I've done behind closed

From Page 9
Lawrence who tallied the early
goal. But like that game, the
team thai put the first goal up
on the scoreboard was not able
to hold on for the victory.
The Falcons tied the game in
the 18th minute after another
Lawrence goal.
Alec I'erea was credited with
the assist on the play, which
gives him the team lead with
four on the season.
After
playing
Western
Michigan the past two games.
Lawrence has two goals in his
last two games.
"I'm two for two in Western
Michigan — 1 guess 1 like it up
there," Iawrence said. "It was
cool my uncle got to see it. Being
from Mississippi that doesn't

happen often."

mm mummm

IK; took the lead late in the first
half when Arun Salhyanathan
blastedapowcrfiilshollioiiiabniii
15 yards over the head of Bronco
goal keeper Casey Aubil. The goal
was the first of Sathyanathan's
career at BG. Drew Nichols assist
ed for the goal.

AP PHOTO

been a playmaker on the Browns defense this
season He had two interceptions last week
was picked by the Browns with
59th overall pick in the 2004 NFL
draft. He was expected to have an
immediate impact, but his rookie
season ended before it began.
During the club's offseason
conditioning camp, Jones landed
awkwardly on his left knee during
practice in the indoor field house
and tore bis anterior cruciate ligament, a season-ending injury that
could have threatened his career.
He returned last season and
played in all 16 games on special
teams, leading the Browns with 20
tackles. The 24-year-old got some
limited playing time at strong safety, but only because of injury.
In Cleveland's season finale
against Baltimore, Jones replaced
Chris Crocker and recorded three

doors is starting to pay off tor me."
■\ defensive starat Georgia, Jones

SOCCER
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FOOTBALL JONES: Sean Jones has

"Drew Nichols made a tackle and that freed up the ball
and I took it with my left foot,"
Salhyanathan said. "I beat one
guv and then I just hit it as hard
I could was able to lob it over the
keeper for the goal.''
Aubil finished the game
by turning away seven of
the nine shots that came on
goal againsi him. BG's Paul
Shoemaker, on the other
hand, was not quite as busy as
he only had four shots againsi
him, slopping three.
With the victory, the Falcons
snapped a seven match winless streak against the Broncos
thai dated back to the 2002 season. The loss for the Broncos
was their first setback in five
postseason outings at the WMU

Soccer Complex.
The Falcons will now take on
Akron al 12:30 p.m. today as
the first game of a MAC tournament doubleheaderat Northern
Illinois. The second game will
feature top ranked Nil) taking
on fourth seeded Buffalo. The
Bulls defeated IPI'W lo reach
the semi-finals.
They are riding high, they
are playing well," Thompson
said. "They'll try to come out
and get tin early lead and squash
our spirits — they won't be able
to but they'll try."
The last time BG played
Akron, the Zips earned a 4-1
victory at Mickey Cochranc
Field. The Zips come into the
game winners of their last eight
games. In iheir last game, they
dim lied a share of the MAC by
beating Buffalo 2-1.

See JOKES | Page 10

AKRON
From
get as much pressure on the
quarterback as we can."
Another weapon for the
Zips is David Harvey. He has
accumulated 644 yards and
6 receivingTDs. Something
that worries the Falcons is
Harvey's ability to return
kicks. He has 322 yards
on just eight returns this
season. He has yet to find
the end zone but with the
way the Falcons season has
gone, he may have a chance
to reach paydirt tomorrow
IfBG is not careful.
BG may have to enter
the Rubber Bowl tomorrow
without ponyback Freddie
Barnes. Barnes' ankle has
bothered him the past few
weeks and that did not
allow him to come in on
goal line plays to do his
routine draw play that has
scored nine touchdowns
for BG this year.
"Freddie's ankle is still an
issue. We need to get him
healthy. Thai hurt us bigtime at Temple; when your
leading scorer is out, it is
going to hurt," Brandon said.
"And, we were struggling to
score anyway, so it makes it
all the more difficult."
A win Saturday could keep
BG in a title hunt. Last year's
finish was very different
than it appeared in October
with the Falcons coming up
on the wrong end.
The game begins at 1 p.m.

GET TICKETS STARTING THIS SATURDAY 10AM " THE GATOR;
BOX OFFICE TICKETMASTER OUTLETS. TICKETMASTER.COM
OR CHARGE BY PHONE AT 419474-1333
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WINKING WAYS CONTINUE: Eight man Rich Hines busts through lour Michigan
State tacklers on his way to a try in BG's 22-0 victory over the Spartans. The BGSU Rugby
team cleared the first hurdle in the National Collegiate Rugby Championship playoffs. The
Falcon ruggers defeated Dayton 18 ■ 9. Oakland 52 - 0. and Michigan State 22 • 0. to win the
Midwest regional championship BG now travels to the Elkhait. Ind Rugby Complex fw the
Midwest Finals BG will play Wisconsin-Stout on Saturday Nov II and the winner of Ohio
University vs Northern Iowa on Nov. 12. The Falcons are now 25-1.

BROOKS
From Page 9
ball, it kind of frustrated me and
made me more eager to go out
there and perform, to help my
teammates out," Brooks said. "I
think it helped me realize what
I had."
Before he got into trouble
at Virginia, Brooks was considered one of the nation's top
linebackers, lie was first-team
All-Atlantic Coast Conference
as a sophomore. I le also was a
finalist for the Butkus Award
given to the nation's top linebacker in 2004.
The Bengals took him even
though they'd already started
payingfor the misdeeds of other
draft picks.
I iiui iii.i11. the team's leading tackier as a rookie in 2005,
was initially suspended for the
first four games of the season

NETTERS
From
consecutive points to take a 15-12
lead in the middle of the game. BG
called a timeout and immediately
responded with seven straight
points to go up 19-15. Miami kept
it close but BG eventually pulled
away with attotlier seven point run
to extend a 20-19 lead to 27-19.
"We made some mistakes and
did not play as well as we would
have liked," said Stephanie Swiger.
"We can fix the things we did not
do as well but we certainly would
have liked to have played better."
In the first game, the Falcons hit
only .143 while the Hedhawks hit
an even worse .073. BG committed eight errors and had I :i kills as
a team. Miami committed nine
errors with 12 kills.
The second game began with
the teams battling back and forth
for control. The mini-runs continued as both teams scored points
in three and four point bunches
throughout the night. BG eventually took a lead at 12 -11 and never
gave it up. They finished the game
strong as they scored 10 of the last
11 points to win easily. A combination of Halcon kills and Kedhawk
errors allowed BG to go into halftime up 2-0.
"Our serving was good
throughout the match," said
Domek. "1 think that was what
won the match for us and we
certainly could have done better
in other parts of our game."
BG played their best game of
the night offensively in the second game as they hit 333 as a
team. They had 15 kills but more
importantly, limited their errors to
three for the game. The Redhawks'
struggles continued as they hit. 103
with 12 kills and eight errors.
The Falcons found themselves
in a battle in the third game as the
Redhawks came out of the locker
room motivated to play better.
The teams MEM back and forth
with each team having multiple
leads in the early part of the game.
Miami went on a run to grab an
18-14 lead before a BG timeout.
While things were looking up
for Miami, BG slowly crawled back
into the game as they eventually
tied it 23-23. The teams again trad-

for skipping a drug test. The
NFL then suspended him for
the entire season after he was
arrested on a drunken driving
charge after the third game of
the season.
Receiver Chris Henry has
been arrested four times since
last December, with two cases
resolved and two pending, lie
was benched for one game by
lewis and for two more games
by the NIT. for violating its policies.
Brooks has stayed out of trouble While taking a trash course
in defense. With Simmons
hampered by the neck injury,
he has impressed Lewis with
his ability to learn things fast,
"Football has kind of come
easy to me," Brooks said. "So
that makes it a little easier for
me to study the opponents. I
transferred my learning from
high school to college, college
to the NFL The studying definitely helps for Sunday."

"We can not afford
too many matches
like this the rest of

like most about the entire
class is that they have a
tremendous work ethic and
have been very good teammates so far."
The newcomers have not
only produced so far for the
Falcons, but they have been
able to get the job done in the
most critical situations.
Goalie Eddie Neville (1-11) had a strong first start and
received his first win on the
toad against Providence and
sUi[)|K'(l 41 shots in a losing
effort against defending (X ;i IA
champion Miami. Neville ranks
second in the nation among
freshman netminders in both
g.a.a. (2.66) and save percentage (.915).
Forward Tomas Petruska
is third on the team with five
points (2 g, 3 a) while skating
with leading scorers lonathan
Matsumoto
and
Derek
Whitmore on BG's first line.
Forward T'odd Mcllrath
(I g, 2 a) scored with less
than a minute left in regulation to secure a tie against
Alabama! ilintsville.
"We have a really talented
class." Neville said, "cveryones

Friday. Novembw 3.200611

got a real good attitude. We've
been working here since this
summer and have been able to
have success so far."

Also

newcomers,

JONES
From Page 10

Tim

Maxwell (Og, 2a). Kai kantola
(lg.0a). Kyle Page lOg, 2a) and
lames Pcrkin (Og, la) have all
recorded points this season.
Forward Tommy Dee has also
seen considerable action for
the Falcons.
"1 think when it's all said
and done, we're going to SIT a
class that contributes in a lot
ol ways.' Pahldl slid. "I think
there are some players that will
be higher end production type
of guys hut 1 think the class in
general is a class that can get

better every year."
With the success that the
class has had so far come
expectations. They are expectations that the newcomers ate
looking forward to fulfilling.
"As a team, I'd love to see
us in the playoffs and go on
to play in the national tour
nanient and be successful in
that," Kantola said "We have
great potential."
BG opens its home |>ortion
of the CCUA schedule tonight
when lake Superior Sate visits
tile BG Ice Arena for a pair of
games The puck drops lx>ih
nights at 7:05 pan.

tackles. Those are hardly eyecatching stats, but lones now looks
at that game as a turning point in
his career.
It renewed his confidence,
and ultimately, it helped him
win over the Browns' trust that
he could have an impact in
their 3-4 defense.
It was tough not pkq lug." loins
said. "I knew I had the talent but
everything hadn't come together
yet. This year it has come full circle
and I feel good being a Starter and
trying to contribute.
When Crocker was traded in
March to Atlanta for a fourthtnuiid draft pick, it opened a window of opportunity for (ones, i le
jumped through feel first.
In July, he came to camp as a
longshot to beat out BrodneyPool
at strong safety, hml figured to
have the advantage alter playing
in the club's nickel and dime packages last season and because he
was drafted by general manager
Phil Savage, lones was selected In
former coach/GM Butch Davis.
However, Crennel mid lones l«'
wouldn't play any favoritism and
promised the best man would win
I he job.
"Usually coaches jusi say

that but Romeo kept to his
word," he said.
lones prevailed, and in his first
career start he recorded six tackles,
picked off a pass and recovered
a fumble in Cleveland's seasonopening loss to New Orleans. In
Week 2, he led the Browns with 13
tackles and has had a nose for the
ball ever since.
"The thing he has done is
grasped the schemes," Crennel
siid. I le understands the scheme
and understanding the opposing
offense a lot better. He is putting
himself in position to make plays
and lie's making them, lhat's been

a pleasant surprise;
Savage called lones "our most
consistent defensive player."
Last year, lones raised some
eyebrows by saying he belonged
in a class with Balumore's lid Reed
and Pittsburgh's Troy Polamalu.
two ol the league's premier safetics While he may not be there yet,
Russell feels tiis sidekick dcSCTVeg
Pro Bowl consideration from players, coaches and tans.
"It's unfortunate sometimes
when a gu\ is new on the scene.
a new starter, guys maybe don't

gtvehim the respect theydeserve,"
Russell slid. "1 hope they really
look at thi' film and realize lliat
he's a top notch safety. It would be
8 shame it hetlidnl gel a look or go
to the Pro Bowl."

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE;
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2007

Great Selection of
Houses 8r Apartments
in Good Locations]

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wooster Street. Bowline Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE 1419} 354-2260

the way."

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewlovercalestate.coni

Denis Van De Walle | Coach
ed leads to as late as 28-20. A Miami
timeout left the Falcons two points
from victory liG came out of the
timeout and got a huge block from
Swiger and Kendra Malm. After

Fmily Schroeder recorded her
eighth kill to lie the game at 29-29,
BG saw Miami commit two errors
to end the match.
The match could be classified
as ,in ugl\ win for us," said Van
I)e Walle. "We cannot afford too
many matches like this the rest of
the way."
The third game was much like
the first statistically for BG. I hey
had 14 kills but committed nine
errors while hitting .104. Miami
was not any better, as they also
had II kills and nine errors but
they hit .1189.
For the match, BG only had
one player hit over .31X1 and that
was Corey Domek. She had eight
kills while hitting -375. Madeline
Means led the team in kills with
12 but hit only .119. Swiger added
seven kills while I lalm and Corrie
Mills each had six. Chelsey Meek
again led the team in digs with 15.
The Falcons will host their final
home game of the season on
Saturday at 3 p.m. The match will
be against Western Michigan and
Van De Walle expects a very big,
physical match at the nets. It will
also be senior Gothke's final match.
She is the only senior on the team
but has done an outstanding job
in her career here at BG.
"She has done it all here at
BGSU." said Van De Walle. "She
set the school record for digs lui
freshman year and is truly the
franchise of this program. She is
the glue of our team and finding
her was a goldmine."
"We are going to be really fired
up to go out and get Clirissy a
win," said Domek. "She has had a
great senior season and we want
to give her a great win in her last
match at home."

Important Notice
BGSU Voters
If you are currently registered to vote anywhere in the state of Ohio and have not
voted by absentee ballot - you may still legally vote here in Wood County
in the Ohio's critical General Election next Tuesday, November 7. 2006

IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
II you reside here in Wood County,
are registered to vote here in Wood
County and are registered to vole
from the address at which you
currently reside:

II you currently reside here in
Wood County, bul are currently
registered to vote elsewhere in
Ohio AND have not already voted
there by mail or otherwise:

II you currently reside here in Wood
County, registered to vole here in
Wood Counly in Ihe pasl, but have

You may go lo youi local polling place heie
nexl Tuesday on Election Day and casl yout

Day and casl yout voles.

You may go lo your local polling place here
next Tuesday on Election Day and casl youi
voles in Wood Counly by 'provisional ballot."

OR

OR

OR

Behveen now and Election Day, you may go lo
Wood County Board ol Elections, I Court-

Between now and Election Day, you may '
go and vole at The Wood Counly Board ol
Elections. 1 Courthouse Square, Bowling
Green, (Regular Hours 8 30AM-4 30 PM|
Telephone 419-354-9120

Between now and Election Day, you may

■:■&

You may go lo the local polling where you
now reside here nexl Tuesday on Election

house Square. Bowling Green and "vote early"
there (RegularHours 830AM-430PM).

Ajmecw NOV. H
M0U MLCON9 VS. AKRON ZIPS
i3PM-pee*AMe
W/ 0V*N *A5*et? 6 ALex MK OS

go and vole at: The Wood Counly Board ol
Elections, 1 Courthouse Square Bowling
Green. (Regular Hours 8 30AM-4 30 PM|
Telephone: 419-354-9120

may vole a "provisional ballot" on Election Day at Ihe polling place located on Ihe 2nd Floor BGSU Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 6:30AM-730PM.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
To tind yout local Wood Counly Polling Place, you may visit: <http://www.co.wood.oh.us/t>oe/>http://www.co.wood.oh.us/boe/
Your "provisional" ballot will be counted as long as you are indeed registered to vote in Ohio even though you may moved.

Ted Strickland and Lee Fisher

(•ALTON rOOTBAU-

voles in Wood Counly by "ptovisionai ballot."

In addition, it you live in the cily ol Bowling Green, anywhere East of Main Street and you may have moved since you lasl registered here, you

THIS WEEKEND TUNE INTO
88.1 PM W86U
FOP ALL YOUQ FALCON ATHLETICS
KCAY NO. 3 4 eWUBCWy NOW
V». THB CAK6 0UPMIO0 8BT
UUCMS
PQttMm liSO
PUCK CW0P9-7.OS

changed addresses (ex. Moved from
dorm to dorm or trom on-campus to
ofl-campus):

TiirnCjAround

for fotfmor mrf beutemnt tVrarnor

Sherrod Brown
fa B MSUKSMRI

Mart Dann

Robin Weirauch
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RIP-OFF
From Page 7
designers and a few hosts.
Since the show has been
pushed back to early next
semester, there will be continual auditions until the end of this
semester, where a final group of
participants will be picked.
Depending on how soon
the designers are chosen,
they will most likely have a
month to create one or more
outfits for the final competition. Right now, only one
constructed dress for the
event is in consideration, but
since they now have more
time, more than one outfit
might be requested.
The designers will work on
their outfits in a room while we

film their progress," Moore said.
This is the first year for this
event. Moore has been a bigfan
of Project Runway since the first
season and thought it would be
cool for BGSU students to have
a chance to get into the action.
"As an amateur designer
myself, I knew there would
be others who would like the
opportunity to showcase there
work and have the chance at
some great prizes," she said.
The organization is hoping for
a big turnout, because Project
Runway is a very popular show
with college students. 1 hey are
looking into working with R(i's
new fashion magazine, but
can't confirm anything yet.
Moore said the contestants
will be talking about their
designs during the "Finale* and
will have a chance to defend
their design against the judges

in front of a live audience. The
"reality television" taping of the
creation of the outfits will also
be played throughout the night
as weO,
This is the first year that
Pandora's Box is going to pull
off an event of this size.
Because it is a fairly neworganization there have been
smaller events, but never had
anything of this scale before.
Anyone interested can contact melodym^bgnet.bgsu.edu
or check out the organization's
myspace at www.myspace.
com/OOpandorasboxOO.
They are looking for design
sketches if you are interested
in being a designer and a head
shot if you are interested in
being a model.
Donations of S5 will help
cover the cost of the desserts
and beverages.

"We are a touring band first
and foremost," Hewitt said, an
hour before he was to get on
stage at a venue in (iermany.
"We've developed a global fill
lowing, and a cult following In
the States and Europe."
Hewitt admits that playing in
front of enthusiastic fans is a
dream come true and meeting
people who enjoy listening to his

In the band.
Tinding your craft, performing for audiences around
it the world, it's something you
wish for, but it gets quite tiring," Hewitt said. "You have to
be careful what you wish for or
you'll use up all your energy in
thefirst week of touring."
Placebo plays at the Agora
with she Wants Revenge tomorrow night in Cleveland. The
show siarlsat8p.ni.

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Honorific for Gandhi
Long golf club
Flower parts
Part one of a tape
Fast fliers, for short
Egt.-Syr.. once
"_ Were the Days"
Car for hire
Tipper's mate
Big name in toothbrushes
Most risque
Biting insect
Mr. Ziegfeld
Mexicali miss
Hokkaido port
Will beneficiary
Miniature
Shaq's alma mater
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Chinese kingdom
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Half of CIV
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PLACEBO
From Paqe 7
Since their formation in 1994,
Placebo has released six
albums and toured in Ohio
four times.
Throughout this time, they
have been building up a fan
base around the world, playing
sold out shows everywhere from
Australia to South Korea.

music as much .is he loves playing is the best part about being
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43 Anthropoid

Velvety flora
-Kama __"
"Carmina Burana" composer
Body or knock lead-in
Sub-Saharan region
Horizontal barrier
Obstinate
Height: pref.
Target sighters
Squealer
Buy a round
Cardiac cycle
Weekday abbr.
Fermented beverage
Pasture in poetry

30 Winter ATV. __-Cat

Its in the stars: Daily horoscope for Nov 3

Holiday
Catering:
419-353-2277 \

!«..**.«.*•*..«.**•«

By Linda Black
MCT
Check the day's rating 10 is tineasiest day, 0 the most challenging,
Aries (March 21 -April 19) Today is
an 8. The indications are that you
have access to great wealdi.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Ibday is
a 7. Your spokesperson makes the
necessary connections. Gemini
(May 21-|une 2!) Ibday is a 6.
You're busy enough lor 10 people,
SO gel HI people to help
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Today
is a 9. You can become more successful and happier at the same
time doing something you love
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Ibday is a
fi. Come up with a plan and just
about everybody will go along.
Virgo (Aug.23-Sept.22) Ibday is a
7. Don't put up with die mess any-

more, c\ en ilvnu didn't make it. It's
time to lake out the trash,
libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22) Today is
a I). He-do your office and put in
the corrections you\e been wailing for.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Ibday is
a 9. You hardly have time to think.
Luckily, you already have a plan.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8. No need to tell
e\er\bod\ everything you know.
Capricorn (Dec 22-lan. 19) Ibday
is a 7. Don't do all the talking, just
let |xnple know your problem.
Aquarius (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) Unlay
is a (i. I li 'Id yourself to high standards, and the money comes
naturally.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Today is
an 8. You're attracting more attention and that's a step in the right
direction. Be'on the lookout for
lucrative offers.
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Korean apricot
Bro's sib
Shabby
Youth org. and puzzle theme
Discharge from the RAF
Israeli weapon
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Pay extension?
DDE's arena
Atmosphere
"_ Maria"
Surrenders
Sits in neutral
Stay abed
Comes about
Bickering
Kind of insurance
Pleasure trek
Let in
Egyptian sun god: var.
Bakery worker
Works hard
Four-posters
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Classified Ads

Help Wanted

419-372-6977
The BG News will not kiuiwrngiy accept
KdvcrtftflDWlH th.it IIIM ninitiate, or
mcouraf* dlacrtaliiatloa if
IndMdiul or group on iho basis of race.
scv cokM. creed, rv-ligion. national origin.
tcMi.il niicnutlun divihiliti -unit U
mi ihi- bttb i>l any other
legally prate*: ii'il stains.

1

'BARTENDING up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
ADULT MALE & FEMALE VOLUNTEERS needed lor research concerning the effects of abortion. Volunteer tor one or both studies. For
more information, call Dr. Catherine
Coyle at (608) 217-1093 and/or go
to wvdw.abortionresearch.net. Participants do not need to provide names
and will remain anonymous.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Pregnant? Contidential, tree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673.

Now hiring all positions, and all
shifts. Experience preferred Apply
within Mon.-Fri.noon to 4 at 1566
Reynolds Rd. in Maumee. Formerly
Chi-Chi's Restaurant.

SUNDAY BUFFET
@ COMMONS

Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business Net
S1200 per week. May be used for internship credit 866-275-2782.
Ultra Car Wash in Perrysburg is hiring all shifts. Flexible hrs. at $9+ per
hour. Call 419-601-2292

v.ww.rarniikr.niml

t%,r»ti/br /^ J^I-NU

For Sale
Cheap Macs! Power Mac G3 Tower
OSX. iLife. Adobe PS. Starting @
$65. Custom Configurations Available. nicbarn@bgnel.bgsu.edu. 419308-0332.
EVERY SUNDAY
STEAK NIGHT
4:30- 7:00
MCDONALD DINING CENTER

Kenmore refrigerator 25 cubic feet
Excellent condition. $100
419-669-5061.

i:\il I5M Corner of l-~3Knd Rl VJ4

ALL STADIUM SEATING

Parl; room available for birthday
(i.i l t it s or small i;i iui|is
Call ft»r Information

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
FLUSHED «WAY|P0|1 00 125 305 3 35 5:10
5-40 7:15 920
IHE SMM CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSE|G|
1:003:15 5 307:45 10:00
SAW IIIIRII 00 1 30 3:154 155:307.008 00
9:30 10:30
FUCMmi
1:30415 7:00 9:30
FLAGS OF 0UH FATHERSlAI I 204 10 7 109:50
THE PRESTIGE IPG-1S) 1:45 430 7:05 940
THEMAHINE(P0-13|
1 15525935
THE GRUDGE 2IPG-131
935
MAN0FTHEYEAR(PS-13|I 204:30 7.109:45
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH |P0-1)| 8 CO 1010
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING |R|
3:307.30
THE DEPARTED<R)
1245 3456:45 9:45
OPEN SEASON (PG|
110 3 20525730

W»,//„u 6

423-2861

MOVIIW-riHRMUYUi.SLVnv All SHOWS It.50
millAi -M'MIAV ALL SEATS. AIXSHOWS M-5.0
GRIDIRON GANG IPG-131
7 00 930
THE COVENANT (P8-13I
7.20 9 30
INVINCIBLE IPS)
7 00 910
TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY lPt-111
7:009:20
MONSTER HOUSEIP0I
710910
CLICK IPG-131
710920

12 3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

VHHirTY SQUAlt
AWurrMorn

H
1 PflCO

^&

" Lg 1 bedrm apt., also rooms
Avail, Now S/or 1st ot year ♦ 2
bdrm1,1.<07. 07-08 S.Y. & all listings 24^7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
353-0325
07 - 08 School Year.
Listings available cartyrenials.com
or 316 E. Merry #3
2 bdrm duplex, private parking &
patio. Clean, quiet, close. $540mo
& util. 419-352-1104.
2 bdrm. lurnished apl. w gas fireplace. Located next lo water lower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
2 bdrm. unlurn. apt. 139 S. College.
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-10-081 $600
per mo. incl. util.. dep. req. 419348-3134
2 rooms for rent avail, now/lst of
/ear thru Ma/ 15. $250 per month.
126 S College. Call 440-476-3284.

3 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom shuttle.
Garage. A/C, W/D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 8 util. 419-353-8208.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
YYVYW.OUCkeveipnanflSlurJiOS.Mm.
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D, A/C, central heal, breakfast
bar. hi-spd. cable S internet inckj. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu
House avail, immed. 3 bdrm., 2 bathcenlral air, washer/dryer hook-up,
fenced in yard Call 419-494-9509
Houses'Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M - F
www.bgacarlmentii.com
Ouiet tenants preferred
Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom of house to a clean.
neat, and honest student. $200 deposit. $250 rent. 419-354-6117.
Newly renovated 2 bdrm apt. on 4th
Street $525 a month . util. 419-4091110 or 419-352-4456.
Rmte. wanted at Piedmont Apts. on
8th & High St. $490 mthly. & utilities.
Chris for more info:419-320-6668.
Roommates Needed,
$300
419-353-5100.
Simply slyling.our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Subleaser needed immediately for
well-maintained 1 bdrm apl. $3757
mo. + gas & electric. Very close to
campus on Manville . 4'9-378-1131.

-FREE HEAT

i

J_

For Rent

MAMA MARGIE'S
PIZZA DELIVERY TO
KREISCHER, HARSHMAN
& CONKLIN
Friday & Saturday
7:30pm - 1:30am

BGSU

s^f atm/Afe^f fftcmtid

UHM«tfn«MMtWVeonpniw Fn»food»MK*^n*MteMmi6imCanoo*Hltm>Xt*nWt>**ri«l

3
1

l

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

Subleaser wanted in the Enclave
until Aug. 2007 $299 a month
Call 419-575-7655.
Subleaser wanted. 1 bedroom,
furnished. $290 mo. 8 utilities.
Block off campus. 419-343-8261.

www.twcmidohio.com
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$5.75 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Subleaser wanted for Spr. & or Smr.
semesters. 5 bdrm. house, across
from campus. $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.

THE POWER OF YOU"
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, PISHN€LLO'S

Brunch 11-2:30

/g}> TIME WARNER CABLE

C

N

VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

Services Offered

176 E. WOOSTER ST., BOWLING GREEN
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3 FROM 7-9 P.M.
FREE FOOD AND TONS OF PRIZES!
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rtw KNmraMttMtb*right udtt Urn
discontinue or revise any advertisement
SIKII as those Inund to IK- defamatory.
lacking in fa.mal l.itit. rnlltmHng 01
mrr MI ■dvcntwfnmu are
stili|ni ID editing and approval

CHECK IT OUT AT BUFFALO WILD WINGS,

Appraise
Swore
Decreases
Asta i re/Rogers classic
City in northern Spain
Loaded with fat
Impede
As a friend: Fr.
1983 Mr. T movie
Baseball's Mel and
Ed
Hawaiian tuna
Adjective tor Abner

N
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 t§&

Unturn. eff. apt. 139 S. College.
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-10-081 $320
mo. Incl. util. dep req. 419-348-3134
Senior Farewells

JOIN US FOR DINNER
@ CAMPUS CORNERS
5pm - 8pm
Monday - Thursday
Meal Plans Accepted

